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INTRODUCTION...

"you get to the point where yorr either choose to figure out who you are or you die.. .
and you can live dead for a long timen
(research participant)

"Only those who risk going too far can find out how far there is to go"
(T.S . Elliot)

My main goal with this project is to inspire people to do whatever is necessary
to reaiize their potential and to discover and pursue their passion.

I've let opportunities slip by in my Iife and 1have iost people who were very
close to me; I've learned that life is far too short to waste a precious moment
of if.
Though 1 forget sometimes, I'm constantly reminded to keep living my Iife fully
and not to hold back my love or my self-expression or my dreams or my
passion or my excitement or my emotions (even the ones i donY like!) !

....1 invite you too, not to waste a moment...
D o n Ywait to create the Iife you want. Live life fully NOW. ..!!!

"Whatever you can do or dream you can - begin it.
Boldness has genius, power and magic in it"

(Goethe)
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was my own, just different words and different intensitiesn
(quote frorn research participant)
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"What would you atternpt to do if you knew you could not fail?"
(Dr. Robert Schuller, in Roger, McWilliam, 1991, p364)

CHAPTER I
Study background
FROM CONCEPTION TO BIRTH... Whose life is it anyway?

'The first (part) of my life I spent living it in a way that 1'd been shown to beythat I 'd been
taught to beydoing what was necessary, doing what 1 was supposed to do, doing what was
expecfed of me.. ."
'1 had been busting up against and totally consumed by my fear for mosf of my life"

"1 pent up a lot of emotion within my body; it felt like 1 was a bit of a hard shell.."

4.. .grew up wiih clear expectations from family and 1 was a very good girl and fulfiled their
expectations for many years.. .and went to the nght schools, fook the nght job, manied the nght
man and was the pdde of the family.. ..l realized that was al1 vety nice but it created a vey kind
of dead feeling in me and 1 had al1 those things that I was told would make me happy and
fulfiled and everything - and 1 had them ail, and i wasn't happy, 1 wasnY fulfiled and 1 had no
passion for life ..."
(quotes from research participants)

What this proiect is about.. .
My research question is:
What effects can a personal growth workshop that focuses on self-awareness
and personal mastery have on the lives of its participants?
By researching this question using existing self-awareness and persona1 mastery

workshops called the 'Mastery of Self-Expression' (The Mastery) and 'the Next
Step', the project obtained summarized information on:
Effects of the workshop - themes / categories
Impact of these effects on the lives of participants, personally and
professionally
What from the participants' view, it takes to sustain any positive effects
derived from participating in the workshop(s)

Why this proiect? My story ...

This project is about rny life's work and my passion; in many ways it is about my
journey - where I've been, where I am now and where I'm going, and about my
personal leadership journey.

When I was growing up I was always a 'good' little girl - very polite. always excelling
in school, usually 'seen and not heard'. 1 was raised with a number of strong beliefs
and values - be sensible; be responsible; be practical; follow the rules; be the best,
don't take risks; when adversity stt-ikes be brave and deal with it yourself - don't let
people outside the family know your 'personal business'; be appropriate. These
values have in many ways served me - I excelled in school, I earned a good incorne
and received a lot of promotions, 1 was able, fairly early on to Save enough money to
put a down payment on a house, I was 'successful'.

It wasn't until 199211993 when I was facing a crisis in my life that I became
conscious that something was missing - and that sornething was a huge part of my
identity. I had been so infiuenced and defined by the expectations and standards
placed on me by my parents, schoot, the media, etc, that I was living with a
tremendous number of self-imposed limitations; I wasn't really sure what I actually
wanted, what I was really capable of - or ultimately, who I was.
Around that tirne I participated in a workshop called 'The Mastery of SelfExpression'. This exposed me experientially to the concepts of self-awareness and
persona1 mastery. It was the single most powerful thing I've ever done in my life and
was the catalyst for me to begin an amazing joumey of self-discovery. It was and

has been, incredibly powerful and liberating to discover and express myself fully
from a place of what 1 want and choose in my life rather than what I believe 1 'should'
do, and living up to other peoples' expectations. My participation in the weekend

and my ongoing practice of what I learned, and continue to learn about myself, have

been instrumental in increasing my happiness and self-confidence and enhancing
my persona1 leadership skills.
After 1 did the Mastery 1 became involved with it in various voluntary capacities and

currently CO-leadit. Until 1 took this workshop, 1 c m honestly Say I had never
experienced feeling really passionate about any aspect of my life. The more 1 corne
to know myself, the more passionate and inspired I become and the more I am able

to create a life that keeps me that way.

My effectiveness as a leader grows as I

know and believe in myself more, and live more in integrity with what's important to
me.
Not coincidentally, as my self-awareness grew, I began to make some major career
shifts. 1 was a Certified General Accountant with twenty years of business
experience. working successfully as a financial manager with the government. 1 was
a workaholic. very task and goal focused, very efficient. After the workshop, 1

started to shift my focus to and become fascinated with the individuals who worked

for me, and the relationship dynamics that existed in my organization. I became
excited as 1 saw the positive results of this shift in focus, and decided to leave my
established career to enhance my education and expand my skill s e t My leadership
effectiveness was growing and 1 was becoming more and more passionate not only
about my personal Iife but also about the congruency 1 was establishing between my
professional and personal life; 1 wanted to continue this joumey and to help others
have access to the same benefits t was experiencing.

I now work as a facilitator, coach, trainer, mediator and corporate consultant; I am
also a Registered Professional Counsellor and have a Confiict Resolution Certificate
in negotiation and rnediation. Through this work and through my ongoing
involvement with the Mastery and other workshops, I work with individuals and
groups - coaching and assisting thern to create what they want in their lives. I have
also translated this work into the business world - offering assistance to
organizations in helping to draw out and utilize the individuai and systemic strengths
that they have, and in helping them and their employees adapt and thrive in a time of
continuous change. My work is very much about helping individuals and
organizations know themselves and build on their existing strengths.
In completing my Master's Degree in Leadership, I wanted to pick a research project
that is congruent with my life and leadership journey and is something that 1 am
passionate about. 1 wanted to pick sornething that supports my desire to make a
positive difference in the world.

I believe 1 have done that.

Enqaging you, the reader.. .
"What is the use of a book," thought Alice, ''without pictures or conversations"

(Lewis Carroll in Lambert et al, 1995 p83)

1 afso wanted to write in a way that will engage people enough to make a difference

in their world. After reading many dry and academic research papers - I was
excited to discover that there is support in the academic worid for me to write in a
non-academic format. I want to speak not just to people who are afready interested
in my topic and already know the value of self-awareness, but also to people who
might not have thought much about the topic or who aren't sold on the benefits. As
this project is also very rnuch about my experience, I want to include myself in it as
far more than an objective outsider. A challenge is to both research and to write in
a way that honours rny subject matter and captures the essence of my experience
and those of the participants in my inquiry, while at the same time speaking the
language of both intuitive and of analytical/concretethinkers; it is definitely to speak
the language of business
In her article on writing, in the Handbook of Qualitative Research (Denzin and
Lincoln, 1994) Laurel Richardson ta1ks about postmodernist and poststructuralist
approaches, and says that "qualitative work could be reaching wide and diverse
audiences, not just devotees of the topic" (Richards in Denzin and Lincoln, 1994
p517). In this context, postmodernism suggests that there is no one 'right' method
of writing. Supporting my desire to include myself in rny writing, Laurel Richardson
goes on to Say - though ironicatly not quite in layrnen's terms - "Qualitative writers
are off the hook, so to speak. They don? have to try to play God, writing as
disembodied omniscient narrators claiming universal, atemporal general knowledge;
they can eschew the questionable metanarrative of scientific objectivity and stilt have
plenty to Say as situated speakers, subjectivities engaged in knowing/telling about

the world as they perceive it." (~518). Further, poststructuralism suggests that
"knowing the Self and knowing "about" the subject are intertwined, partial, historical,
local knowledges" (p518) and "directs us to understand oursefves reflexively as
perçons writing from particular positions at specific times" (p518)

So the challenge to make this work engaging and meaningful to a wide audience
was mine alone - and the constraints were mostly mine, and directly related to rny

creativity and my ability to articulate.
The Opportunity.. .

My sponsor is Larry Gilrnan and his organization HomeIward Productions. Larry and
1 share a passion for making a difference in the world. This project is an opportunity

to look closely at two workshops which he and I Lead -the 'Mastery of SelfExpression" and T h e Next Step'.
The purpose of this project was to assess the impact of these self-awareness and
personal rnastery workshops on the Iives of their participants. The project first
identified the effects of the workshops and then assessed the impact of these
effects. The project also attempted to determine what it takes, from the participants'
view, to sustain any positive effects that rnay occur as a result of participating in
either workshop. The results of this project will assist us to identify elements of the
current workshops that could be improved to optimize participants' experiences and
to better ensure sustained positive results.
The Mastery is experiential, and is about persona1 awareness and self-expression.
During the workshop, individuals have an opportunity to discover more of who they
are, and learn to express themselves and make their own choices rather than
reacting and doing what they believe they "should" do and living up to other peoples'
expectations. The workshop is really about self-responsibility (or 'response-ability')
rather than reactivity and how powerful that is. Many people who do the Mastery
informally express greater life satisfaction and a greater sense of empowerment in
various areas of their lives. This includes for some, improved effectiveness on the
job (we sometimes have people's managers and CO-workerssigning up for the
program because of this).

Lany Gilman a-nd 1 also recently created and led for the first time, a workshop called

- 'Beyond the Mastery - the NEXT STEP - Creating the life you want'.

It was

designed as a mext step for people who have done the Mastery, to help individuals
get dear on what's important to them, become more inspired and passionate, to
move past what stops them, to take more creative risks, and to take the next steps
necessary to include more of what matters in their lives and create the life they
want. It was designed as a continuation on the journey to self-awareness and
personal mastery. Feedback from participants, in ternis of effectiveness, has been
very positive.

Although this is a relatively new workshop, we included it in the

project.
This project was an opportunity to forrnally explore the impact of increasing selfawareness a n d persona1 mastery. It is a formal opportunity for me to test the validity
of rny belief, barn of persona1 experience, that there is a direct Iink between personal
mastery and self-awareness and personal leadership effectiveness. On an intuitive
level, it is easy to imagine that persona1 mastery can improve leadership skills and
persona1 effectheness. In 'Leadership from Within' Peter Urs Bender (1997) says
that leadership "begins with leading ourselvesn(p5)and "Leadership is about creating
a better stronger you."(p6) Lance Secretan (1 999) suggests that we are al1 leaders.
Therefore anything that can increase leadership effectiveness can potentially impact
everyone and anything that can increase persona1 effectiveness can also have far
reaching conse-quences.
My sponsor a n d I are planning on creating a corporate workshop that will incorporate
aspects of the Mastery and the Next Step workshops and that will assist
organizations to be the best they can be through leadership and individual employee
developrnent.

The results of this project will be used to assist us to develop and

market this corporate workshop; in particular they may be useful in building a case

for its relevance to potential corporate and business clients.

Impact/Siqnificance of this Opportunity. _.
It is becorning more widely accepted that leadership begins from the inside, and that
it is important to define personal values and to know and believe in ourselves and

our own abilities to be most effective as leaders. Kouzes and Posner (1995, p212)
wrote that "The first milestone on the journey to leadership credibility is clarity of
personal values" "If we are to become leaders, we rnust believe that we, too, can be
a positive force in the world. Leadership does have everything to do with what we
think of ourselves". They also believe that "Values help us determine what to do
and what not to do. They're the deep-seated, pervasive standards that influence
every aspect of Our Iives: Our moral judgments, Our responses to others, our
commitments to personal and organizational goals".
In spite of the plentitude of writing on the subject, this "acceptance" can often be

more theoretical than practical. Certainly on a corporate level, 1 have not perscnally
known or worked in many organizations that proactively encourage these theories or
practice thern in concrete ways. Lance Secretan (1999, p i 3) conjectures that we
have perhaps "become more committed to results than to people." He also says "ln
our workplaces, today, there is too little awareness of the need to meet the
requirements of the soul, which has anything but a short-term interest" (1997, p9).
This project gave me an opportunity to turn some of the theory into concrete results
that wilt hopefully support the argument for businesses to sponsor their employees

to take self-awareness/rnastery training/workshops even though they may not
always produce immediately obvious, tangible results. What if we could show that a
commitment to people, not only enhances their Iives, but is also a commitment to
results?
I know from experience and obse~ation,the impact of this kind of work and I think
individuals and organizations miss out by not taking advantage of it. In his book
Learning to Lead, Conger suggests that personal growth work Gomes closest as a
training approach to helping individuals find their passion and goes on to Say that

"personal growth approaches "shake Our boxes". They challenge our woridviews.. ..
they force us to look inward to realize Our potential." (Conger, 1992, p i 91) He says
that personal growth approaches "offer us powerful tools to help managers
overcome ineffective interpersonal behaviors that block leadership ability; to foster
changes in managers' woridviews, open them to the possibility o f greater vision; and
to build managers' self-esteem and confidence and in turn encourage them to take
the initiatives associated with leadingn(Conger, 1992, p l 90-191).
As I said, answering my research question is an opportunity to encourage

businesses /organizations to sponsor their employees to take selfawareness/mastery training workshop, and in so doing to reap the benefits of their
employees feeling more responsible and ernpowered, and more creative. On an
individual level, answering this question may encourage more people to pursue their
own self-mastery and to create positive changes in their lives.
On a persona1 note - this is an opportunity for me to see if I can make my vision in
this area a reality. I feel professionally and personally committed to my own selfmastery and ongoing leaming process. I also want, as a professional and as a
human being to contribute towards creating a better worid. Certainly I have seen
how the Mastery of Self-Expression and the Next Step empower people to discover
and celebrate who they are and what they want. 1 think this project can help to take
the work to the next level -and can potentially help both individuals and
organizations, one employee at a time - to find out who they are and to rediscover
their sou1 and heart. "As we let Our Iight shine, we unconsciously give other people
permission to do the same. As we are liberated from Our own fear, Our presence
automatically liberates others" (Marianne Williamson, in Secretan, 1997 - preface).
Why might this op~ortunityexist?. ..
Individuals and organizations these days face the challenge of keeping up with the
ever-increasing demands of change and a competitive, task focused world that is

laden with expectations. In 'Choice Theory' William Glasser (-1999, p9) wrote "...in
these days of the sacred bottorn line and the heartless downsizing it takes to raise it,
no one is rnaking much noise about how much better the workplace is than it was
years ago. In fact, even bosses are experiencing less job satisfaction". In
'Reclairning Higher Ground' Lance Secretan (1997) wrote "Our society is
experiencing a paradox of weaith: we have never been so rich, yet we have never
been so poor." (p30) and "..our souk feel empty and yearn for renewal" (p3).
lndividuals are seeking happiness and success, as well as meaning. Businesses
want to be effective and cornpetitive and want solutions that will help thern in these
areas.

Unfortunately there does not seem to be a great deal of definitive research that
supports direct Iinkages between individual/organizational effectiveness and
individual/employee self-awareness and mastery. In my readings I have found
many authors who intuitively and often passionately believe in the benefits (for
example Lance Secretan, Stephen Covey, Peter Urs Bender, Debashis Chatterjee,
Kouzes and Posner), but 1 haven't found much quantitative or 'cause and effect' data
to support their beliefs. In her Master's Thesis, Leadership Learning: A Leap of

Faith, Laurie Hillis (1999), citing Kirkpatrick, says that "rnany organizations have
invested significant resources in leadership training and Iearning without measuring
the effectiveness of the program, except in a few cases". Jay Conger suggests that
you cannot "accurately gauge the "returns" on a leadership training prograrn" (1992,
p l 90). He sees this as a dilernrna for companies who "want to see what we pay for".

Consequently, rnany businesses that are faced with cornpeting priorities and limited
resources, may be hesitant to invest in and venture into the unproven, somewhat
unknown territory of employee personal developrnent. Individuals too, not unlike
businesses are faced with competing priorities, and very often don't have or take the
time to 'bel rather than to 'do'. Many individuals may be hesitant to participate in
workshops or training without some definite proof of the benefit of doing so.
Certainly conversations I've had with friends. colleagues and businesspeople

suggeçt that this rnay be particularly true of analyticai/concrete thinkers - who may
consider some of the personal growth rnovernent to b e 'too out there', 'new age' or
'fluffjt. Later in my paper I refer to an article by Jay Conger called

- Personal

Growth Training: Snake Oil or Pathway to Leadership. This title may be
representative of the range of buy-in to curiosity to skepticisrn that exists.

re about the sponsoring orqanization ...
The project sponsor is Larry Gilman and his organization Horneward Productions.

Philosophically, this project is a good fit with the organizational vision:
Homeward Productions is a production Company committed to
producing works of art in the artistic, theatrical, educational,
television, and celluloid worlds, to enhance, enliven, uplift, and

cause individuals to consider, be involved with, express, and
expand their humanity while passing this time on earth.

As well the project objectives seek to help the organization irnprove and expand into
new arenas. Based in Los Angeles, it has been in existence for over nineteen years
and:
produces Mastery of Self-Expression weekend workshops that "expressly
promote discovery, creativity, self-expression, courage, cornmitrnent, selfresponsibility, individuality, and a sense of each person's humanity, in a very
supportive and heartfelt environment"
provides personal coaching for individuals - dealing with personal and
business 1 corporate life, as well as theatrical issues and ventures.
produces, CO-producesand is involved with theatrical endeavours

has been affiliated with CommCore Consulting Group for over nine and a
half years. CommCore provides media, presentation and communication
training to CEO's, CFO's, CTO's managerial teams, product managers,
developers, rnarketers, engineers, sales staff etc. for Fortune 500

Companies, pharmaceutical firms, bio-technical companies and dot-corn
cornpanies.
creates and runs a number of programs and workshops.
recently became informally affiliated with the Next Step Training and
Consulting, which provides training, coaching, facilitation and consultation to
organizations and their ernployees in the areas or organizational
effectiveness, leadership, strategic alignment, communication, confiict
resolution, change and transition management, and team building and
effectiveness.

"This life is a test; it is only a test. If it were a real life, you would receive instructions
on where to go and what to do "
(author unknown)

CHAPTER II
Literature Review
EVERYBODY'S TALKING ABOUT IT
. .But What Exactly Are They Saying?

.

Confident, relaxed like a cat sleeping.. ..stretched out.. Jazy.. .gazing out of the
window past the tenninals.. .trees, lea ves blo wing in the breeze, beautiful, /Ife's
magnificence. Wondering what's nexf.. .how will it al1 unfold. Richness..rhythm,
creativity.. .wonder.. .patterns.. shadows and illumination. Wanting to share my
excitement and passion - wanting to feed off Iife's experiences. - . subdued.. .
apprehensive. .. anticipating.. .velvet - where did that corne from? Smiling to
rnyseif.. .lips dry.. .celebration..acknowledgement...amazing accomplishment...a
journey unfolding...enveloping me with curïosity.. .creativity a bud. ..slo wly
blooming.. . stlïl tight - a knot in the thread..
(Sunday August 13", 2000.. ,653p.m

- stream of consciousness)

"An objective sfudy of before and after 1. attitudes, 2. feelings and 3. behaviours is something
that is badly needed to bring more c l a m and credibility to the whole area of personal growth
and leaming."
"lt's very, very clear fhat I choose whefher I !ive and die every minufe - whefher l put the
passion, the excitement and the will to discover what's next for me - l'm the one who puts fhat
in there - l can either go through life flatlining doing all the things l need to do and absolutely
having no passion for it or else I can even put the passion into the stuf that 1 don 't think works."
(quotes from research participants)

Review of Organizational Documents....

Two of the workshops that Larry Gilman and i lead and which will be used as a
foundation to gather research results are The Mastery of Self-Expression and The
Next Step,
The Mastery of Self-Expression workshop

The following is taken frorn the brochure and web site and describes the workshop
(Gilman and Brydon, 2001):
Since it began in 1976, the Mastery of Self-Expression workshop has
been conducted in over 20 cities woridwide for more than 20,000
people from al1 walks of Iife.

The MASTERY offers a unique

opportunity to step outside your leamed limits and to discover and
celebrate more of who you are as an individual and what you are
capable of creating in your Iife.
The

MASTERY offers individuals

an

opportunity to

discover

themselves as the source of their own creativity, power, emotionality,
passion, and joy. Rather than waiting for the right time, for permission,
for the right opportunity, or for other external circurnstances,
participants discover how powerfully they already create in their lives.
The workshop offers each participant a real-tirne experience of moving

beyond externally and self-imposed blocks and exploring their
uniqueness, nobility and humanity.
The MASTERY empowers individuals to make conscious choices in
their lives rather than acting unconsciously and reactively.

Some of the stated objectives of the workshop are to offer participants an
opportunity to:

heighten their self-awareness
develop new perspectives
experience how powerful and effective they are and how to use that
in their Iives and careers

discover more of who they are, what they want, and what they are
capable of
move beyond externat and self-imposed blocks
make conscious and focused choices

See the workshop brochure and poster or visit the Mastery website at
www.the-mastew-corn for more information

-

Beyond the Mastery The Next Step - Creating the Life you Want

The following is taken from the website and workshop literature (Gilman and Brydon.
2001):

Do you want to:

be inspired and passionate?

Use mastery learnings concretely in your life?
Get clear on what's important to you?
lnclude more of what matters in your Iife?
Determine how to move beyond what stops you?
Appreciate and celebrate yourself more?
Are you ready for the NEXT STEP, and the next? Are you ready to go
another layer deeper and to include more of what matters in your life?
Do you want to take more creative risks?
This is a real chance to look at values, beliefs, and choices in the context
of knowing yourself more and of stripping away the layers. rernoving
more of the blocks and moving beyond what stops you.

See the workshop poster or visit the Next Step website at:
http://mem bers.home.netlbrydon0940/nextstep
In my experience as participant, observer and leader, 1 have found The Mastery and
the Next Step to be powerful personal growth workshops about self-awareness and
personal mastery. Consistent with the workshop goals and those of Homeward
Productions, 1 too, through this project seek to inspire individuals to expand and
express their humanity and realize their potential.

Review of the Literature...what people are sayinq...
"Only passion, great passion,
can elevate the human sou1 to achieve great thingsn
(Denis Diderot)
In this section 1 provide a framework that 1 hope will provide further relevance and
background for my project. I include much of my personal experience as it fits with
this framework, and I formally substantiate rny framework by including references to
some reIevant writing and research. It's been exciting for me to look back on rny
journey to this point and see how it fits in with the literature and how it rnirrors the
human experience. 1 begin by talking about what happens to individuals that might
result in them being anything less than completely self-aware. I continue by talking
about and linking the areas of consciousness, leadership, self-awareness, personal
rnastery, self-esteem and self-confidence. The following visually summarizes my
framework:
We are born with
Individual Potential

7. The Walfsare closhg in - Howdid I g e f here?
and.. .what might 1 not be self-aware about?
Others'
Expectations

Standards
can result in

f
Self-imposed limitations

2. Why embark on a joumey of self-dscovery

- on Consciousness and Leadership

Consciousness
Can t s g e r the beginning of a

f
Personal leadership iourney
3. 1s there life outside these four walls? And what's inside fhern anyway? - SelfAwareness & 4. Building on the Awareness - Persona1 Mastery
During which you may ask the questions:
Who am I?
What9simportant to me?
What do 1 want?
And pursue a path of

f

Self-awareness and persona1 mastery

5. Hey - these walls are moveable - and 1 can move them
Which can tead to

+
+

Self-confidence and hiqher self-esteem
Through which you can again access yout
lndividual Potential
and
Passion!
1. The walls are closing in

- how did I get here? and...what might I not be seif-

aware about?

"1 don't know the key to success,
but the key to failure is trying to please everybody."
(Bill Cosby, in BridgesJ 991,p93)

"Each of us is bom with our own potentials; each of us is unique. Yet we are
expected to develop and conform at a rate and in the direction of the general
mass of people" (Wong and McKeen, 1992, p31). When we are born, we are
very self-expressive, very curious about Our surroundings and ourselves; we are
open to al1 possibilities. However, from the time we are srnaIl children, we are
bombarded with messages about the 'right' way to be and what we 'should' do to be successful, to be happy, to be accepteci and ultimately, to be loved. We
are told what we can and cannot do - we are told what the consequences, real or
irnagined, will be if we step outside those lirnits. These messages corne from
our parents, our schools, our peers, the church, and the media - everywhere.
"Inside each of us rests a silent message about what's expected of us.. ..And it
has a powerful effect on how we run Our lives" (Sher and Smith, 1994, p9) "The

seeds of alrnost al1 Our unhappiness are planted early in Our lives when we begin
to encounter people who have discovered not only what is right for them - but
also, unfortunately, what is right for us." (Glasser, 1996. p4)
Little by little as we are influenced by other peoples' expectations and standards
and by the external messages we receive about our worth, they become Our
'truth' - part of Our core beliefs about who we are and how to be in the worId. "A
great deal of what you do, what you think, and what you feel will be a direct
consequence of (those) beliefs whose hidden influence touches every quadrant
of your life." (McKay, Fanning, 1992, p226). "Core beliefs are the very foundation
of your self-esteern: they largely dictate what you can and cannot do, and how
you interpret events in your world" (McKay, Fanning, 1992, p225). To varying
degrees, we each gradually shut down parts of ourselves that rnake us unique

and in the process begin to constrain ourselves - to box ourselves in with selfimposed limitations. And al1 this usually happens on an unconscious or semiconscious level. Someplace, because of others expectations and standards and
because of various life experiences, we becorne unaware and unable to
differentiate between who we really are and what we want.. .vs. who we think we
should be and Our perceived obligations.

"We (also) end up believing that other people can actually make us feel the way
we feel or do the things we do. This belief takes away the personal freedom we

al1 need and wantn (Glasser, 1998, p5). "Every hurnan being might be said to be
suffering from a kind of spintual amnesia....Moving about in a dream of assumed
constraints, it is difficult or impossible for us to imagine just how great we could
ben (Blanchard, Waghorn and Ballard. 1996. p 173).
Secretan (1996, p3) says "our personalities are being whipped into a frenzied
spiral of acquiring more, doing more, and being faster, while Our souk feel empty
and yearn for renewal". We may not even be aware what we are yearning for.
Clients f have worked with in rny counseling practice have experienced this
yearning; friends and colleagues have experienced this yearning and emptiness.
Sometimes they cannot name it, but it can manifest in many ways such as
discontent, lack of focus, or self-doubt - sometimes in real pain and anguish. 1
can't even begin to estimate the arnount of money that is spent on therapy, on
self-help books, on recreational drugs, etc ... and these are I'm sure just the tip of
the iceberg in terms of trying to fil1 the void.
I believe organizations, through their employees also experience this yearning,

so the repercussions can be systemically staggering. "No matter what is done in
enterprises it is done by people. The maturity and happiness of those people set
the tone and determine the capabilities or limitations of that enterprise" (Senge in
Debashis, l998,p xiv). In his book Mission Possible: Becorning a World Class
Organization While There's StilI Tirne - Ken Blanchard and Company state that
"If you don't feel good about yourself, you can't help other people in your
organization to feel good about themselves. If those others don? feel good about
themselves, they can't release their magnificence through outstanding work. So
bringing out the best in others begins with accepting your own magnificence."
(Blanchard, et al, 1996, p171)

I have experienced this yeaming and this emptiness and though I didn't know it
then at a conscious level, what 1 was really yeaming for was to find out who I was
and what 1wanted, to reconnect with my potential and that sense of personal
'magnificence' that Ken Blanchard speaks of. A 1980 Harvard study of people
who considered themselves 'happy' found these people to have two things in
comrnon - they know exactly what they want and feel they are moving toward
getting it (Sher and Smith, 1994, p2). "Until you tmly know yourself, strengths
and weaknesses, know what you want to do and why you want to do it, you
cannot succeed in any but the most superficial sense of the word" (Kouzes and

Posner, 1995, - quoting leadership scholar Warren Bennis - p232).
Life crises can definitely precipitate critical self-reflection (Cranton - citing

Mezirow, 1994 p79). l pretty well had to be hit over the head with a crisis to
become even vaguely conscious that anything was wrong. Someplace unconsciously though i was deeply aware - I still remember a haiku 1 wrote when
I was fifteen - a few rnonths before graduating from high school with the highest

grade point average in the class You srnile,
yet inside l know you are lonely as the silent stars.
Still you smite.
When the sledgehammer finally hit, I began a rich journey of discovery - a

journey which so far has led me into the incredibly rich arenas of self-awareness,
personal rnastery, self-esteem, self-confidence and to redefining myself and what
it means for me to be a leader and a human being (not mutually exclusive).

"My task is reaIly not to change myself but to become familiar with who I am"
(Maureen Cook, in Knaster, 1996, p l 30)

-

2. Why embark on a journey of self-discovery? On Consciousiress and
Leadership...

''The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes
but in having new eyes" (Marcel Proust)
So now I'd been hit over the head and rny Iife has been shaken up; I was starting
to becorne conscious that there's a big part of the world out there that I'm
unfarniliar with - and more importantiy that there's a big part of the worid in 'here'
that I don't know. So what's the point. why might anyone else choose to embark
on a journey of self-discovery, and why ask the question - W h a t is the impact of

a persona! growth workshop about self-awareness and personal rnastery on the
Iives of its participants?"
For me, in hindsight (always an easier place to look at things!), it's related to
consciousness and personal leadership and the benefits I've derived from
discovering more of myself. "Consciousness is pure potentiality whereas
becoming conscious is the process of actualizing this potentiality" (Chatterjee.
1998 p35) "Conscious leaders.. .are simply in search of self' ( p l 97).

''The first step in fostering intentional change is to becorne conscious of the
self-defeating defenses that get in Our way" (Prochaska, Norcross,
Diclemente, 1994 p89). In talking about transformative and emancipatory
learning, Mezirow suggests that "Adulthood is the time for reassessing the
assumptions of Our formative years that have often resulted in distorted
views of reality" (1990, p l 2),and that "critical reflection refers to clîallenging
the validity of presuppositions in prior learning" (1990, p l 1). He says that
"perceptive transformation is the process of becoming critically aware of how

and why Our presuppositions have corne to constrain the way we perceive,
understand, and feel about our world; of reformulating these assurnptions to

permit a more inclusive, discriminating, permeable. and integrative

perspective; and of making decisions or othewise acting upon these new
understandings" (Mezirow, 1990, p14). Certainly, rny journey has been one
of transformative and ernancipatory leaming. Personal growth workshops,
such as the Mastery are a catalyst for such leaming opportunities.
Yukl (1998, p485) writes that:
Persona1 growth programs are designed to improve self-awareness and
overcome inner barriers to psychological growth and development of
leadership cornpetencies.. ..(they) are based on a series of interrelated
assumptions about people and leadership. One key assumption is that
many people have lost touch with their inner feelings and values, and
reconnecting with them is necessary to become a successful leader. It is
dificult to becorne a sensitive, caring, and ernpowering leader unless you
have reached a high level of emotional and moral development.
Moreover, inner fears and conflicts, which are often unconscious, Iirnit
creativity and risk taking. Understanding your own values, needs, and
feelings is necessary to determine whether you are ready to provide this
type of leadership, and indeed, whether it is really what you want to do.
"to lead others effectively, individuals must first be able to
lead thernselves effectively" (Covey workbook, p23)
"ln creating organizations where people can be magnificent, work must go

on constantly at the persona1 as well as the interpersonal level"
(Blanchard, Waghorn, Ballard, 1996, p183)
On a personal level, what do I have now that 1 didn't have seven years ago

when I began my journey at the Mastery? What was the payoff? 1 can
summarize it by saying greater self-awareness, personal mastery, selfesteem and self-confidence. But more important to me is what thuse things
have done to the quality of my life - I am clear on who t am and what I want,

1 am passionate and excited about my Iife and my choices. My relationships

- personal and business are richer and more meaningful - including a
willingness on my part to deal head on with conflict and to let people know
exactly what's going on with me - what i'm thinking or feeling. I am
sornetimes astounded by how exhilarating it is when I take risks to
experience new facets of my self and my potential and by how powerfully 1
am abIe to create what 1 want through conscious choices and action. And
my willingness to take risks has definitely expanded my creativity.

Conger (1993, p9) says that, Personal growth programs "offer opportunities..
to experience tearnwork, risk taking, emotional expressiveness, selfacceptance, and reflection. And these experiences may in some cases offer
a surprisingly permanent change in behaviour. Since rnany of the
experiences of the persona1 growth programs occur on an ernotional level,
they appear to have a more powerful and vivid impact on participants than,
Say, behavioral skilî training or conceptual knowledge programs" . As well,
personal growth training can enhance "one's sense of personal power and
(reafirm) the importance of one's values and interests" (1993, p l 0). He
further suggests that these benefits are "Iikely to enhance one's sense of self
and ultirnately, perhaps, one's well-being." (1993, p10) Certainly, this was
my experience; 1 left the workshop feeling more energized, more confident,
more powerful - excited, passionate and happy.
Yukl (1998, p486) says that, "Personal growth programs usually involve
strong emotional experiences and are more Iikely than rnost training
programs to have a Iasting effect on participantsn. For me, the effects of
participating in the Mastery were lasting; I think because rather than just
theorize or read something that resonated, I had an experience that hit me at
not just a cognitive, but at a much deeper emotional and physical level.
Theories can be analyzed to death and eventually discounted, because after
al[, they are just theories. Actual experience is another story. In this

workshop I consciously experienced myself differently than I ever had before
and 1 got in touch consciously with feelings l never had before - an
experience that was impossible to refute and which left me with more now
proven choices at my disposal.
"1 hear - l forget. I see - l remember. 1 do - 1 understand"

(Confucius in Urs Bender, 1997 p 179)
1s there a down side? Sorne argue that there can be. For example, 'The net
effect of personal growth programs that encourage people to find a better
balance may be to reduce cornmitment to the organization. Moreover, increased
awareness of unconscious needs and conflicts does not necessarily result in
their resolution. and the experience is sometimes more detrimental than
helpful.."(Yukl. 1998, p486) 1 would pose the question - " and are those people
who are finding better balance and have increased awareness more satisfied?
Conger suggests "that on rare occasions some participants are not able to cope
with the risks or the emotional power of the insights they gain" (1993. p l 0).
Though he believes there are benefits to personal growth training and that "if we
assume that an emotionally happy individual is a more productive and
interpersonally competent one. then these programs could improve
organizational effectiveness - but the direct links to leadership are far less cleaf
(PA0)Has there been a down side for me? If you were to ask my mother - she might
suggest that by going back to school to pursue rny dreams, that 1 am wasting my
accounting training and the experience 1 gained from my secure and lucrative
career as a financial manager. I acknowledge that I have a harder time now
being satisfied with things or situations that I don't feel passionate about. But bottom Iine the answer is that for me, there is no down side. And for people who
knew me before and know me now - including my mother

- they would (and do)

Say that I am clearly happier, more confident. more willing to take risks. more

inspiring, courageous and more interesting and satisfying to be in relationship
with.
My process closely follows what Peter Urs Bender (1997) identifies as the first
four steps to developing both personal and professional leadership - know
yourself, have vision and passion, take risks and communicate. Though I believe
that there is no guaranteed formula for success as a leader - "the effectiveness
of a given leader behaviour may ...Vary with social and environmental realities"
(Picard, Gibson, Maclver, 1999, p2-13), my effectiveness as a leader grows as I
expand my knowledge of and belief in myself, and live more in integrity with my
values. It also grows as my respect for, and belief in the strengths of others
grows - which by no coincidence grows as my belief in myself grows. For me,
the essence of leadership is how I consciously and deliberately choose to live

and act in accordance with who I am; it is my willingness to create a vision and to
take risks that enhance the quality of my life and the lives of those around me,
and that inspire others to do the same. I have no doubt that rny persona1 and
professional leadership abilities and effectiveness grow more and more, as I
progress on this journey that consciously began, for me with the Mastery.

3. Is there life outside these four walls? And what's inside thern anyway?

-

Self-Awareness

"Your vision will become clear only when you can look into your own heart.

Who tooks outside, dreams; who looks inside, awakes."
(Carl Jung - in Roger & McWilliarns, 1991, p368)
Peter Urs Bender (1997) believes that leadership starts from within. The first
step in developing my leadership skills was starting to figure out who I am and
what I want - to begin a conscious journey of self-awareness.

The Johari Awareness Model (Joseph Luft, 1984) suggests that we are each
made up of four parts - that part of us which is known both to self and others (our
public persona); a part which we know but hide from others (Urs Bender, 1997)
suggests that fear is the biggest block to self-disclosure); a part which is known
to others but which we are blind to (ironically, quite often these are attributes that

we don't recognize or acknowledge in ourselves); and a final part which is
unknown to self or others (our potential). The model suggests that the more we
self-disclose to and seek feedback from others, the more we becorne who we
really are and can consciously take charge of our destiny. The Mastery
workshop gives participants a real opportunity to choose both to self-disclose and
to get feedback from others, which was a surprisingly liberating and empowering
experience for me. I had a lot of preconceived notions of what might happen if I
told people personal things about myself and about how others perceived me.
By actually taking the chance to reveal information about rnyself and to be
acknowledged, I discovered some new and very positive information.
"Knowing yourself means questioning al1 that you have been taught before. That
does not mean giving up your values. It means considering them in light of what
you know today, and seeing if they are still what's best for you." (Urs Bender,
1997, p75) As 1 come to know and become confident with who I am by revealing

myself and actively seeking feedback, 1 become more passionate and inspired,
and notice that I seem to influence and inspire others more. 1 also notice that the
more self-aware I am, the more self-confident I am. Without self-confidence, I
had trouble trusting in the potential and abilities of others and often focused on
compensating for what 1 perceived were other's inadequacies. "A good leader
inspires others with confidence in him; a great leader inspires them with
confidence in thernselves" (author unknown).
Covey (1989) says that self-awareness is one of the principles of Habit 1 - 'be
proactive' and is one of the "unique human endowments that allows us to
determine our own Iives" ( Covey, 1996, p44). He defines it as "the capacity to

examine thoughts, moods and behavioursn(Covey, 1996, p44) and the "ability to
choose your response" (Covey, 1990, p40). He suggests that principle centred
leaders change themselves first in order to have greater influence - "they
envision their capacity to reject past scripting and to determine their own destiny
to becorne exactly what they want to be" (1990, p269). Covey further suggests
this can even be applied to organizations, which are often reactive. He beIieves
that proactivity initiates creativity, recommendations for improvement and action
on recornmendations. The Mastery workshop definitely promotes the concept of
proactivity and the ability to respond, rather than to react. During the weekend
participants have rnany opportunities to explore this and to be aware moment by
moment, of thoughts, moods and behaviours and how they can and do create or
influence thern.
Similar to Covey, Daniel Goleman(1995, p46) describes self-awareness as "an
ongoing attention to one's internal state" He suggests that when we recognize
what is going on.. .it is easier to transform it. He says that uself-awareness
means having a deep understanding of ones own emotions, strengths,
weaknesses, needs and drives" (Goleman, 1998, p96). He lists the hallmarks of
self-awareness as self-confidence, realistic self-assessrnent and a selfdeprecating sense of humor ("self aware job candidates will be frank in admitting
to failure - and will often tell their tales with a smilen(q998,p96)). Citing Mayer
and Stevens from 'An Emerging Understanding" Golernan (1995, p48) wrote that
those that lead with a self aware style are "autonomous and sure of their own
boundaries, are in good psychologicai health and tend to have a positive outlook
on life. When they get into a bad mood they don't ruminate or obsess about it,
and are able to get out of it sooner. In short, their mindfulness helps thern
manage their emotions". My Mastery experience taught me to be much more
aware of and accepting of my internal state and I have found that the more I
develop that capacity, the better I am attransforming it, if I so choose.

Daniel Goleman (2000) wrote much on the subject of emotional intelligence
which is "the ability to manage ourselves and Our relationships effectively"(p80).
He says that self-awareness is one of the four fundamental capabilities of those

with emotional intelligence. In an analysis of competency models and leaders,
looking at what drove outstanding performance, Goleman discovered that
emotional intelligence was twice as important as technical skills or IQ for jobs at
al1 levels.

In 'The Road Less Travelled' M. Scott Peck (1978, p280) wrote: "an essential
part of discipline is the development of an awareness of our responsibility and
power of choice". Until 1 started to work on self-awareness and personal
mastery, l did not know what was really important to me; I often lived and reacted
in accordance with other peoples' expectations and standards. The more self-

aware 1 become the more I respond rather than react, and the more proactive 1
am. This process of increasing my awareness and working with it is what I cal1
personal mastery.

4. Building on the awareness

- Persona1 Mastery

"Success is a joumey, not a destination"
(Ben Sweetland in Knaster, 1996, p99)
What is it?
1 imagine if anyone had asked me what personal mastery was before I actually

participated in the Mastery I would have said it had something to do with being
the best, with winning and with being perfect. The Concise Oxford Dictionary (
Fowler and Fowler, d 976, p671/672) provides a number of definitions for the
word 'master' including: 'have at one's disposal, know how to control, be
independent or free to do as ones wishes, acquire thorough knowledge of or
facility in using. Transferring any one of these definitions into the term 'personal

rnastery' begins to provide a sense of what it is and what it might encompass.
Personal mastery i s not about winning or being perfect; it is about rny ability to
build on my self-awareness to influence my moods. thoughts and behaviours; it is
being rny best and continually leaming about myself and integrating the leaming
from al1 my experiences. Tangibly, persona1 mastery is the process of taking the
tools 1 had learned and experienced in the Mastery weekend, building on them
and integrating thern more and more into my Iife.
"Success is the ability to go from failure to failure with no loss of enthusiasm"
(Winston S. Churchill, in Secretan, 1999, p121)
To explore more what personal rnastery is, it might be useful to look at just a few
definitions and cornments taken from the vast amount that has been written in
recent and even ancient Iiterature about mastery, self-mastery or personat
mastery and their value. In his book 'Emotional Intelligence', Goleman (1995,
p56) says "a sense of self-mastery, of being able to withstand the emotional
storms that the buffeting of Fortune brings rather than being "passion's slave"
has been praised as a virtue since the time of Platon. In 'The Fifth Discipline,
Senge (1990, p7) states that "Personal mastery is the discipline of continually
clarifying and deepening our persona1vision, of focusing Our energies, of
developing patience, and of seeing reality objectively". He also says (p142)
"Persona1 rnastery suggests a special level of proficiency in every aspect of life personal and professional". Persona1 mastery involves integration o f reason and
intuition. According to Secretan (1997) mastery is undertaking whatever you do
to the highest standards of which you are capable. He believes that it is about
personal exceIIence rather than perfection and is about winning without
cornpetition. He suggests that it is one of the primary values of outstanding
leaders. In his book 'Leading Consciously - a Pilgrirnage Toward Self-Mastery',
Debashis Chatterjee (1998. p7) says that personal mastery is a "function of both
capability and "copability" (ability to cope)" and that "Persona1 rnastery cornes

from the Iived experience of the fact that we are finite and infinite at the same
tirne" (Chatterjee, 1998, p23).
AI1 the above resonate for me, and Covey (1990, p71) perhaps captures the
essence of my experience of persona1 rnastery. When talking about proactivity
he says, "lt means that as human beings we are responsible for our own lives.
Our behavior is a function of our decisions not Our conditions.. .We have the
initiative and the responsibility to make things happen." 1 experience personal
mastery as being directly related to my own perception of the expanse of choices
that are available to me, my perceived freedorn and ability to choose and to act to respond rather than to react - on cognitive, behavioural and emotional levels.
Think

-+

act

-,

feel

Value and impact?

Many authors stress and theorize the value and impact of mastery both from an

individual and an organizational standpoint. Chatterjee ( 1 998.p5 & 6) believes
that "persona1 mastery is the science and art of channelirig energy from that
which we consider purposeless to that we hold as purposeful. Similarly Senge
(1990. p l 4 1) suggest that mastery "means approaching one's life from a creative

as opposed to reactive viewpoint". He further suggests that individuals who have
a high level of personal rnastery share some basic chara~teristics(l990,p142):
They have a sense of purpose
They see "current reality" as an ally
They have learned to perceive and work with the forces of change rather
than resist those forces
They are deeply inquisitive
They feel connected
They feel that they are part of a larger creative process which they can
influence
They are each unique

Senge believes that persona1 rnastery is one of the five disciplines that help
organizations to successfully negotiate constant change and increase their
capacity to do so.

Secretan (1997) says that mastery is the key to self-esteem.

Steiner said that "Man is not a being who stands still, he is a being in the process
of becoming. The more he enables himself to become, the more he fulfills his
true mission" (Van Ekeren, 1988). Much further back in Iiterature, Lao Tzu in the
'Tao Te Ching' (in Knaster, 1996, p329) said that "Mastering others is strength;
mastering yourself is true power. When you are content to be simply yourself
and don't compare or compete, everyone will respect you". Definitely the more
content I am to be myself, the more energized and alive 1 feel. ..and the more it
seems I influence others positively.

How do you get it?
Secretan (1997) suggests personal mastery can be achieved through and is
driven by life-long learning. But...learning what exactly? For me it has been the
learning process around self-awareness and consciousness. Chatterjee (1998,
p l ) says that "Personal rnastery is a journey toward a destination we may catl an
'integral being'. Integrity is a spontaneous expression of consciousness and not
a conditioned behaviour". He also says that "Personal mastery is a function of
the quality of our seeing.. .Truc seeing involves perceptive vision of the invisible
potential of objective reality..to

see is also to know and to understand with

clarity" (pl). The more self-aware and conscious I becorne, the more it seems
my view of the world expands and my options in it increase.
Persona1 mastery is learned in large part through experiential learning. In
'Learning as a Way of Being', Peter Vaill (1996, p65) said "expressive learning is
about doing things and learning in the process" and "some things are best
learned when we actually try to do them". In 'Leadership from Within' Peter Urs
Bender suggests that the learning process involves five steps: intention and
desire, awareness, information, action and results. Certainiy it was through

experiencing myself differently rather than by theorizing or wonderîng whal
might be capable of, that I realty leamed about myself. And it was through
continualty practicing what leamed during the workshop and since then that
further my persona1 mastery.
Peter Urs Bender (1997, p23) also believes that there are five key steps to
developing what he calls "Leadership From Within". I briefly mentioned the first
four earlier. The first one "Know yoursetf" supports the importance of persona1
awareness and consciousness. The others are to "have vision and passion; take
risks; communicate effectively and check progress and resultsn. Glasser (1999,
p4) believes that "we choose al1 our actions and thoughts and, indirectly, almost
al1 our feelings and much of Our physiology". Persona1 mastery involves learning
to make conscious choices and taking responsibility for our choices and actions.
Peter Urs Bender (1997, p201) said "The future will be determined by the choices
you make now. When you take responsibility, set goals, and work with what you
have, you will be more likely to succeed".
"The mastery of the art of leadership cornes with the mastery of the self'
(Kouzes & Posner, 1995, p336)

5. Hey - these walls are moveable

- and l can move them.. ..Self-Esteem and

self-confidence

"Every exit is an entry to somewhere else"
(Tom Stoppard, American dra rnatist - in Bridges, l991, p27)

As I mentioned, Secretan(l997) suggests that personal mastery is the key to
self-esteem. Certainly, 1 experience greater self-esteern and self-confidence as I
build on my self-awareness and personal rnastery; as a consequence, I am more
effective and powerful.. .and at a core level...1 am definitely happier. Covey says

'What we believe about ourselves and others influences self-perception,
behavior, and performance. Our belief about ourselves can limit, discourage,
and constrain - or it can affÏrm and encourage." (1996, p250).
lntuitively we likely each have a strong persona1sense of what self-esteem and
self-confidence are and why we might want them. At its most basic level "selfesteem is essential for psychological survival....without some rneasure of selfworth, Iife can be enormously painful.. ."(McKay, Fanning, 1992, p l ). "Selfesteem is the rneasure by which one regards the Self, the value that one places
upon the Self, the respect that one has for oneself" (Wong, McKeen, 1992 p65).
"Self-esteem is a subjective evaluation of how a person feels about himself - a
composite measure of one's perception of cornpetence and feelings of security
and confidence and a recognition of one's strengths and weaknessesn (Hill and
Ritchie, 1977, p493). It is " one of the most critical elements in determining the
outcorne of one's Iife because self-esteem dictates how we relate to ourselves
and therefore how others relate to us. Self-esteem is a prerequisite for truth-

telling because if we do not feel self-assured. that is, at ease about expressing
our views, we will distort the truth about ourselves and our organization"
(Secretan 1997, p186). I spent a great deal of my life with much lower selfesteem than 1 have now and was actually painfully shy; I was often afraid to
speak up because I didn't have confidence that what 1 had to Say was valid or
worthwhile. Now I am confident and outgoing, and I feel cornfortable expressing
rny views and feelings.
There have been numerous studies and research done in this area, which show
the benefits of self-confidence and self-esteem. Just a few of the findings are
that:
Leaders with high self-confidence are more likely to handle problerns
themselves rather than put them off or 'pass the buck' (Kipnis and Lane in Yu kl, 1998 p 245)

Leaders with high self-confidence "are more persistent in pursuit of difficult
objectives, despite initial problems and setbacksn. He further suggests
that their optimisrn and persistence to accomplish missionltask is likely to
increase cornmitment of others in support. (Yukl, 1998, p244)
"Employees who are highly communication apprehensive and sense low
self-esteem place organizations at risk" (Derr, 1985,p2)
"Positive and confident orientation clearfy contributes to leadership
effectiveness" (Chemers, Watson and May, 2000, p l 1)
"Low self-esteem and weak skilis in delegation are closely related"
(Armenta and Reno, 1991, p462)
"Self-esteem, well managed, is a powerful force for effective learning.
Research has shown that good self-esteem is associated with analytical
thinking, persistence, creative ability, social independence, stability and
high expectations" (Vallett, 1991, p i )
"Groups whose rnembers possess high self-esteem tend to be more
productive.. ."(Leventhal and Perloe, 1962 in Hill and Ritchie. 1977, p494)
"Cox (1926) concluded that effective leaders scored significantly higher

on measures of self-confidence..."(Hill and Ritchie, 1977, p493)
A number of studies done by Thomas Li-Ping Tang and Company on self-esteem

have shown various benefits of high self-esteern including
"individuals with low self-esteem are more easily influenced by external
cues, and have lower goals, eficacy and task performance than those
with higher self-esteem" (1990,p l )
subjects with high self-esteem have higher self-efficacy (believe in their
abilities) and also had higher motivation to perform difficult tasks
The article 'The Effect of Self-Esteem on Leadership and Achievement: A
paradigm and a Review' (Hill and Ritchie, 1977) is an interesting resource to
review on this topic.

There's no question that increased self-esteern and self-confidence can have
positive personal and professional impact. On a personal level, the more selfconfident and self-aware I become, the more willing 1 am to take risks to learn
more about myself and what I'm capable of, so the cycle really perpetuates
itself. ..and 1 think, in that, I become rnuch more in integrity with who I really am,
and what 1 want, and realize more of my potential. And regardless-.bottom Iine
is that I am passionate about life...and that's the big payoff.

'.what 1 gof ...was fmsting myself, learning fo frust myselfand take risks and that
taking risks wasn 't necessariiy something that was foolish, gloomy and destined for

failure, it was actually fun...if was fun to take risks and to acfually inspire other
people to take risks"
(guote for research participant)
6. Summary

"Wisdom is not what comes from reading great books.
When it comes to understanding Iife,
experiential leaming is the only worthwhile kind everything else is hearsay"
(Joan Erikson)

Much of the literature in the realms of expectations, potential, consciousness,
leadership, self-awareness, personal mastery, self-confidence and self-esteern
substantiate rny framework and experience, and provide some clarity as to how
the points along the way fit together. However...this framework is so much more
than studies or literature.. .it is the human experience.. .from potential and
unlimited possibilities at birth into the limiting belief systems starting in childhood
and often continuing as self-imposed limitations into adulthood. For those who
consciously explore a personal leadership joumey of self-awareness and

personal mastery.. .the potential rewards of self-confidence and higher selfesteem can hopefully lead to individual potential being realized and passion
being experienced.
1 firmly believe that self-awareness can help the world change for the better one

person at a time. I've certainly gone through al1 the stages of the framework I've
just outlined; it's my lived experience that has brought to this amazing place in
my life where I am confident and passionate about my life - where I know who 1
am and what 1 want and where I truly value myself. Acceptance of the potential
for self-awareness and personal mastery to enhance individual and

organizational Iife is growing. Some studies have even been done to look at
sorne of the effects of various components and sub-components, as well as the
effect of persona1 growth workshops- However, though acceptance is on the
rise. ..the jury is still out, so to speak- The Mastery and The Next Step are 'lived
experience' wotkshops about self-awareness and personal mastery - and I
believe very effective ones. My goal with this project is to provide further
confirmation of the power of personal growth and self-awareness - at least within
the context of these two workshops - and by doing so, inspire people to do
whatever Is necessary to realize their potential and to discover and pursue their
passion.

"if you can increase the understanding of an issue or a circurnstance,
illuminate one expenence, portray one person's story in a new light, you will have
helped others to understand the social world a iittle better.
This is what research is al1 about."
(Kirby and McKenna, 1989, p96)

CHAPTER III
Research Methodology

HOW DID 1 DO THIS?
1 sit here surrounded by mounds of paper..data ...much to analyze.. to comprehend,
to summarize, to interpret.. .to quantify. And so much that c a n Ybe quantified ..- like
counting petals and naming their colours - while discounting their texture, fheir
scent, their magnificence and their delicacy. .. such a persona1 experience. A
balancinq act - the pull between appealing to intellect and to intuition - a
juxtaposition. Quite a journey so far - like weaving a tapestty without borders. Like
describing the sensations of biting into a ripe, fresh peach on a warm Summer's day
or the expenénce of white water river rafting for the first time ... and expecting
people who haven't experienced if to really get if! It's an experience - not an
infellectual exercise ... not a theory. How can anyone ... how c m 1, adequately
describe an experience; how can anyone.. .can 1 adequately describe the effect of
self-awareness and personal mastery?

I've spent the past six months researching my topic - self-awareness. It abounds in
my life.. .not only in the moments 1 work on my project but in everything 1 do.. .in
every relationship and interaction that 1 am patt of. The synchronicity is at times
almost overwhelming. 1 am being both touched and transformed by my research ...
in turn, 1 effect my research and ifs participants ... an infinite spiral of themes
mirrored like rïpples in the water. Jusf this feeling of vastness and
possibilities...what a joumey. ..
January 2 1, 2007 7 pm

...stream of consciousness

"it was rather like planting a bulb in the ground and watenng it"

T h e biggest impact on my life has been my wiIIingness to step into the unknown"
(quotes frorn research participants)

How did I do this? The Research Methodotogy.. .
Overview.. .

"Action research is based on the assumption that the mere recording of
events and formulation of explanations by an uninvolved researcher is
inadequate in and of itself. A further assumption is that those who have
previously been designated as "subjects" should participate directly in
research processes and that those processes should be applied in ways that
benefit all participants directly" (Stringer, 1999 p 7)
Although 1 did not use a pure action research framework for rny methodology, 1
certainly incorporated rnany aspects of action research. 1 involved rnany of my
research participants on a fairly deep level and they were involved in some of the
methodology design. 1 believe that my participants' involvement in the project
benefited them directly in terrns of opportunity for self-reflection and dialogue.
"Action research can be defined as "research which involves the members of an
organization as an integral part of the research projectn(Dewar, Greer, Hamilton and
parsons, 2000, p2-3). "Action research..attempts to create new knowledge that is
based on an individuals' or a group's interpretation of reality" (p2-6). Certainly, in
conducting a learning circle and a focus group, as well as putting out a survey to
past graduates of the Mastery workshop, 1 was attempting to create new knowledge
based on both individual and group interpretation. The participants in my research
were al1 past-participants of the Mastery who could be deemed to be mernbers of the
Mastery graduate 'cornmunity'. I am also a member of the 'communityy.
On a number of Ievels 1 followed a basic action research routine - Look, Think, Act.
Looking includes gathering relevant information and building a picture. Thinking

includes exploring, analyzing and theorizing, and acting includes planning,
implementing and evaluating. (Stnnger, 1999, p l 8)
My research approach definitely fits into the framework of Kirby and McKenna's
book Methods frorn the Margins - Experience -,Research + Social Change.
"Researching frorn the rnargins is a continuous process that begins
with a concem that is rooted in experience. The research process
consists of planning to gather information, actually gathering it and
make sense of it; concurrently the researcher engages in a process of

self-reflection as one of the participants in the process of creating
knowledge." (Kirby and McKenna, 1989.p44)
I wanted many of rny results to be quantitative (while maintaining some qualitative

aspects) as this whole area is very intuitive and subjective. The more I can suggest
the concrete results of self-awareness and personal mastery, and provide
quantitative, statistical data -the more compelling and convincing 1 believe the
results will be for those who think more concretely and analytically. 1 want to be
able to speak not only to intuition, but also to reason.

Deciding on the best

research rnethodology to use proved to be a challenging process. In spite of my
want to provide more quantitative, hard data that can speak to the language of those
who rnay be drawn to and infiuenced more by harder quantitative data, I also wanted
to use qualitative methodology that is congruent with rny area of focus - so captures
the depth of people's felt experience - their stories.
After weighing many alternatives, I decided to conduct my research in two phases.
The first phase included a one-day session that was a combination of a focus group
and learning circle.

"A focus group is an organized group dialogue focused on a single theme"
(Hamilton, 2000)

"Learning Circles involve teIIing Our "storiesnourselves and are a method to

.

reveal share and express knowledge. In participatory, community based,
work, one ideal goal is to attain a balance of people's knowledge and expert
knowledge." (Roddick, 1993, p l 07)
The second phase was a survey that was informed by the focus group. I believe
using this combination of rnethodologies to obtain a combination of quantitative and
qualitative results, best allowed me to rneet my objectives. "More and more
researchers now acknowledge the benefits of incorporating both types of data into
any piece of research.. ., thereby more fully exploiting the strengths and overcoming
the limitations of each." (Palys, 1997, p29)
As I am very passionate about rny project and because I feei that self-awareness

and personal mastery are part of the joumey to discover individual passion, it was
important that I use rnethodology that I felt passionate about. Also -the workshops
are experiential, so I grappled with the idea of including experiential components in
my methodology - I ended up using some visualiz2tion in rny learning circle to help

participants connect with their workshop experience.

First Phase.. .
I planned and conducted a one-day session with a morning learning circle followed
by an afternoon focus group. i invited (appendix A) a group of 17 individuals who
had done the Mastery and the Next Step and were very farniliar with the ideas of
self-awareness and personal mastery and who had fairly recently participated
together in the Next Step workshop. Of the 17, 11 attended the session.
This process was to be guided by a number of questions aimed at identifying the
effects of participating in the MasteryINext Step, and the impacts of these effects on
the lives of participants. We also explored the question of how to sustain positive

effects. In my invitation to participate I also asked individuals to take the opportunity
to talk to significant people (colleagues, friends, relatives) in their lives to get their
perspective on the impact of the workshops and to bring that information to the
session.
The session was focused on story telling and on sharing of attitudes, perspectives

and viewpoints around the theme of self-awareness and personal mastery. This first
phase was planned as an opportunity to obtain sorne depth in terrns of experience
and exploration. I anticipated I would get some rich information in terms of people's
stories and the essence of their experience. The stories in the moming's learning
circle would hopefully Iead to identification of thernes and summarized information
during the afternoon focus session. This would in turn be used to help to create a
suwey to send out to a larger group in the second phase of the research.
The Learninq Circle (see Talking notes - appendix 6 )

"When we consider learning circles as interpretative research, we recognize that
meaning making is rooted in experience and that Our stories are the context for
expression and for making meaning of IifeIong learning"
(Roddick in Dewar, 1994, p l 3)
I was drawn to using a learning circle in my project, to really honour the experience
of the Mastery/Next Step participants, and to capture the depth of people's felt

experiences ...the essence of that experience at a deep heart level. I was also
drawn to using a circle because I believe that participation in the circle creates
bonds and transforms in some way anyone who participates.
'What is tnily powerful about this approach, is not just the collective insight of the
group - but the bonds that form among the people

who are given the space and time and invited to tell their stores"
(Dewar, 1994, p13)

The learning circle was done in the moming and was devoted to the eleven
participants sharing stories and dialogue about those stories. I began the session
with a focusing exercise. I then introduced the leaming circle and read related
quotes and poetry from Calling the Circle (Baldwin, 1998).
There were several themes identified to loosely guide individuals in sharing and
exploring:
Effects
lmpact on persona1 life
Impact on professional Iife
SustainabiIity
What other significant people notice about the effect of the workshop
We agreed on a process and some covenants or guidelines for the circle (appendix
B) and began with a one-word check in, in circle format to get people present; the

word was to encapsulate the essence of where each person was at that point in
time.
This was followed by a visualization exercise, followed by three minutes of silence
where participants were asked to connect with their joumey from before the Mastery

- on their path of self-awareness leading to the present. The question was asked How has your participation in the Mastery and the Next Step affected you?

The circle did not reach a natural ending - 1 stopped it after each person had shared
twice after just over three hours. At that point I shared another quote and began the
process of ciosing the circle including an opportunity for individuals to each again
share a word about the essence of where they were.
The session was recorded and later transcribed. To ensure anonymity and
confidentiality (see appendix A) no names were used on the transcripts. 1 have

pulIed a nurnber of quotes from the transcripts and included them at various points
throughout this paper. I did not analyze or theme the transcripts. Instead the
participants used their own experiences in the rnoming to identiw themes in the
afternoon's focus group session.

The Focus Group
The afternoon was an opportunity for the group to use the experience of tetling their
stories and sharing dialogue to hefp thern to brainstorm and summarize effects,
impacts in personal and professional areas and factors that influence sustainability.
The group was in effect involved in identifying themes and summarizing information.
According to Doug Hamilton PhD(2000), some of the advantages of using a focus
group are:
Explores perspectives in-depth
Emphasize depth over breadth
Encourages mutual learning and interaction: participants are "engaged"
Captures "off the cuW' perspectives
Results have high credibility
Fast turnaround for conducting the groups and generating results
Allows organizers to share critical information face to face
And some of the disadvantages are:

Emphasizes depth over breadth
Group dynamics may influence the results
Quality of data can Vary with the specific group
The specific questions asked were:
1. What are some of the effects?
2. What is the impact of these effects on persona1 life?

3. What is the impact of these effects on professional life?
4. What are some of the factors that influence the sustainability of

positive effects?
5. What do other significant people notice about the effects of the

workshop on you?
Words were recorded on flip charts. Following completion of the process, each
participant was asked to pick the top 10 words / phrases that were true for them for
each question.
The data was later transferred into a table and categorized according to common
themes. These themes were used to put together the survey in the second phase of
the projectSecond Phase...

I wanted to obtain information from a larger population and to obtain more
quantitative information. To accomplish this, I created a survey for people who have
participated in the Mastery in the past. 1 used the themes and surnmaries from the
first session to inform the creation of survey questions. I chose to ask a number of
closed questions with rating scales, and also a few open questions that allowed
people to provide narrative and personal experience (see survey questions appendix
D). The bulk of the questions had respondents rate themselves in various

categories, after the Mastery compared to before the Mastery using a 1-5 scale (1=
much less after the workshop, 2 = sornewhat less after the workshop, 3 = the same,
or no noticeable difference before and after, 4 = somewhat greater after the
workshop, 5 = much greater after the workshop).
According to Palys (1997, pl48), sorne of the applicable advantages of using
questionnaires are:

Easy to offer respondent anonymity
Good way to amass a lot of data quickly
Stnrctured questions make for easy data coding and compilation
And an applicable disadvantage is that the data is limited to what's on the paper (Le.
no nonverbal or contextual cues, no opportunity for clarification or follow-up)
I requested demographical information from respondents including gender, age

range, how recently respondents participated in the workshop. I also asked people if
they had previously, or since (two questions) participated in self-awarenesslpersonal
mastery workshops or counseling type arenas. I was interested in sustainability and
asked a number of questions regarding continued involvement with the workshop
post-participation. 1 also asked each respondent to rate their mood at the time they
were completing the survey.
Once I created an initial draft survey 1 piloted it with several people who have done
the Mastery including two from the leaming circle/focus group and revised the
questions as necessary (see appendix D)
I created the survey electronically using an on-line survey generator; I chose the

electronic format to make it easier to compile and analyze data and aiso to minimize
costs. 1 sent out an invitation to respond (appendix C) and a link to the survey on
the Royal Roads Web Site to the 301 people who 1 have current e-mail addresses

for. While this rnay have resulted in a slightly biased sampiing (1 have e-mail
addresses of anyone who did the workshop in the past 2 years and provided an email address. I onIy have graduate participant e-mail addresses for those who
participated more than two years ago if they have provided it to me; therefore 1 might
assume that if I have current contact information that these individuals have some
interest in remaining affiliated in some way with the Mastery - so may have
experienced more positive effects), there is no other data-base currently available
with up to date contact information for al1 the individuals who have completed the

program over the past 18 years in Vancouver (over 2000 people in all). Normal
response rates suggested a 1O - 40 % response rate (Palys p146).

I allowed approximately one month for participants to respond. I allowed such a long
time frame for a number of reasons:
Many people might not check their e-mail on a regular basis - so I wanted to
allow a reasonable tirne frame to better ensure everyone had an opportunity
to respond.
The Royal Roads Survey generator was not going to be accessible (the site

was down for maintenance) for almost a week during the time frame for
completion.
I sent the survey out shortly before the Christmas / New Year period - and a
number of people might be away or busy - so again 1 wanted to allow ample
opportunity for people to become aware of the survey and respond.
Once the survey deadline arrived 1 printed off summarized reports by respondent

and reports by question. The reports by question included some summarized
statistical information. I also downloaded the data into an Excel spreadsheet so I
could further analyze the data- As well, all quantitative data was imported into a
statistical anatysis program (SPSS - version 9.0 - Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences) to see if I could identiw any statistically significant correlations between
variables - in particular effects related to demographical variables. I summarized
sorne of the quantitative findings into graphical and tabular formats.
I read through al1 the qualitative. open responses and highlighted rnany, some of
which I quote in this paper. 1 also used these responses to help infom my
interpretations of various statistical findings.

...

Considerationsl Questions1 Possible limitations of the research

"For every complex problern there is an easy answer
and it is wrong"
(H. L. Mencken)
1 considered researcher bias - 1 am clearly biased about my subject matter including

the fact that I lead both workshops being used in the project. I had to be cautious
not to create leading questions and keep my researcher bias as much as possible
out of the picture. To minimize this, I asked for feedback from various sources. On
the same lines, researchers sometimes participate in leaming circles. As 1 had the
role not only of researcher but also of workshop leader, 1 chose not to be an active
participant. That being said, I received feedback that my obvious interest in what
participants were sharing may have had an impact.
1 had to be conversant with the RRU ethics policy (accessible on the RRU web site)

and issues and guidelines related to using human subjects in research. 1 was
conversant of ethical considerations such as confidentiality and anonymity and as
welI let participants know their part in the research project and what type of data was
being collected. I also needed to inform them how the information could be used and
who would have access to it. I needed to be respecfful and create safety in the

processes that I was asking participants to assist me with (see confidentiality
aspects in invitations to participate appendix A and appendix C). Along these lines, I
had participants acknowledge their willingness to participate in the research and to
authorize me to use the data 1 collected in support of my research project and in
other ways that 1 identified. I also had to complete and subrnit an RRU Request for
Ethical Review Form for approval.
This whole area is highly subjective. As well, it would be hard to determine definite
cause and effect, as other life experiences or personal growth experiences rnay
factor into the equation. However, individual perception of effects and impacts,
particularly where trends are noted in the accumulated responses provide significant
and compelling confirmation and results. I also wonder if people attribute effects to

self-awareness and persona1 mastery - if it really matters if they can definitely Iink
the effect to The Mastery or The Next Step (?). It may have been particulariy difficult
for people to differentiate the effects of the workshop from the effects of other life
events - if individuals took the workshop a long time ago - and have been involved
in other such workshops/pursuits.
Participants were asked to consider themselves before and after the Mastery - may
have had different interpretations of when 'after' is.. .Le. immediately after.. .six
rnonths after.. .now (which is after). Specifying a time period is not realistic as for
example an individual who took the workshop five years ago would have a hard tirne
knowing how they felt 6 months after the workshop. These questions had to be
answered intuitively. There could also be interpretation differences for various
effects - Le. what is 'self-awareness' or for terms such as "much greater" and
"somewhat greatefAs 1 mentioned before, there could also be some sampling bias - responses rnay be
skewed slightly positively - because 1 am only surveying those 1 have current
contact inforrnation for.
Proiect Defiverables.. .
"lt's not what you know.

It's what you are doing with what you know"
(Peter Urs Bender, 1997, p219)
Surnmarized information on:
Effects of the workshop - thernes / categories
Impact of these effects on the lives of participants, personaIly and
professionally
What from the participants view, it takes to sustain any positive effects
derived from participating in the workshop

Information will potentially be used to:
Improve existing workshops if appropriate
Market existing workshops
Create and market a corporate workshop which focuses on self-awareness
and persona1 mastery

Here 1 go.. .al1 the planning and preparafion and now 1 have fo sit back for a while
and see what unfolds.. Jefting go.. .patience - ...A dificult one for me.. .excited fo see

what happens next.. .
( T k h Brydon)

"True rnastery can be gained by letting things go their own way. It can't be gained
by interfering" (Lao Tzu, in Arrien, 1993, p l 07)

"Be open to outcome, not attached to outcome"

"Wisdom: Clarity, Objectivity, Discemment, Detachment"
(Arrien, 1993, p l 09)

"We shall not cease from exploration and the end of our exploring wili be to arrive
where we started and know the place for the first time"
(T. S. Elliot, in Barlett, 1982. p808)

CHAPTER IV
Results
SO WHAT DID I FlND OUT?
Findings and Conc~usions

...and yet somehow this exercise must be finife.. .al1 the puzzle pieces must be
made to m...al1 a part o f a bigger puzzle.. .an infinite picture.
( T s h Brydon ...Januaty 21, 200 7, continued...)

"1 was noticing ... the amount of possibiltiy thaf I feel like l have in my life rïght now"
"1 have greater self-confidence, willingness to share my passion, re-affirmation fhat integnty
and holding oneself accountabie are essential"
4 am now more aware fhat rny beliefs can be rny greatest obstacle to getting what 1 want"
"Recognition of my Own fears and resistance as a major factor in my loneliness"

"l just stood there and thought -who is this person thatjust did thaf where the fuck did she corne from?"
"Tada!"
(quotes from research parficipanfs)

Findings

I begin this section with the sunley results:
How many and who responded?
How significantly did the Mastery change respondents' lives?
What was the impact of the Mastery in different areas?
Significant correlations and relationships?
1 then include some additional information obtained from the focus group:

Sustainability of positive effects
What other significant people notice about the effect of the workshop
Throughout the above sections, I have included some pertinent quotes taken from
the learning circle, focus group and surveys.
And finally in this findings section (conclusions to follow) - because this isn't just
about data ...l included some of my experiences from the learning circle I conducted.

How many and who responded?
86 people responded to the s w e y - a 29% response rate. Given the time frame
during which the survey was sent out, the Iack of availability of the on-line survey for
nearly a week and that some people on my e-mail list may not have internet access
- the true response rate of people who could respond was likely higher.

Appendix E is a comprehensive table of demographic breakdown information
including information about ongoing involvement with the Mastery. Although no
demographic statistics exist for past participants, response rates seem intuitively
representative of participant groups:

60% female, 40% male

24% age 25 - 35,31% age 36 - 45.35% age 46 - 55.9% over 55
How significantly did the Mastery change respondents ' lives 7

Survey results cleariy indicate that participating in this workshop has positive, life
changing impact. Asked to rate the life changing significance of the Mastery on a
scaIe of 1 (significantly negatively) to 7 (significantly positively) - the mean
response was 6.25.
93% of respondents reported that the Mastery

changed their lives positively
55% reported a significantly positive live change

frorn their participation in the Mastery.

-

(sale 1 7 - mean response 6.25)

--

I received many, and varied anecdotai responses to survey questions. The following

selection of quotes begins to illustrate some of the different ways in which individuals
believe their Iives have been changed:

"Much happier. Gained a more hopeful perspective. Experience bliss more offen."
"I would Say that the efecfs were transfomiaional in a huge way"

",,and now I'm very much more clear about what 1want, what's impdant to me in my life,
where 1 want fo go in my life, what I wanf fo do in my Iife, what 1 want to experience and what 1
wanf to have in my life, and d s far more my truth than somebody else's tnith."
'Much greater sense of confidence, particularly pro fessionally"
"An increased sense of self-worth and life's possibilitiesn
Yhere wasjust a iefting go of so much stuff.... like sornefhing had Iiited and i felt really powerful"

"I always have felt that I was controlled by extemal circumstances
and now 1 see that 1 create what l wanf"
"I enjoy a much richer level of communication with the people in my world"

"if's really changed things in my life, particularly in work"
"i'd seen such incredible growfh in myself bofh in my persona1 life but also in my business /ifen
What was the impact of the Mastery in different areas?

Not only did people report that their Iives had changed positively, but also that they
had experienced impact in various specific areas-oftheir Iives. As well as rating the

overall life changing impact of the workshop, respondents were asked to consider
themselves 'before and after' their Mastery experiences(s) in 34 categories - rating
themselves after the Mastery compared to before - using a 1-5 scale where:
1= much less after the workshop,

2= somewhat less after the workshop
3= the same, or no noticeable difference before and after

4 = somewhat greater after the workshop
5 = much greater after the workshop
99% of respondents chose 4 or 5 in at least i category

84% chose 4 or 5 in i 5 or more categories!!

Mean response values indicate an overall positive impact in every one of the

34 categories!!

The first graph below summarizes the percentage of respondents experiencing

positive impact for each effect. This graph really paints a picture of the effectiveness
of this workshop in at least these 34 categories. Percentages of respondents
experiencing positive impact for each effect ranged from 42% who experienced
greater cornpetence to 88% of respondents who experienced greater awareness.

Percentage of Respondents experiencing positive impact for aacli cffoct
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Given that many individuals may have corne into the workshop with high levels of
functioning in various categories...'no noticeable', or small increases in various
categories may not indicate a lack of effectiveness of the workshop in these areas.
The second graph surnmarizes the overall mean response rates for each of the

categories. As noted above, al1 mean values are positive.
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While sorne individuals may occasionally have chosen '2' in response to certain
categories - this may not necessarily indicate negative impact - for example - a
participant experiencing a sornewhat less 'Clear sense of Direction in Life' after the
workshop - rnight see this as a positive thing. They may see possibilities that they
haven't before and they may also not just be willing to settle any more. Reviewing
detailed responses for individuals. I noted that while some respondents chose '2' for
some categories.. Ahey aIso alrnost without fail indicated that their [ives were
changed positively by their participation in the Mastery.
Once again a selection of anecdotal responses mirrors the findings sumrnarized in
the graphs and elaborates a little on some of the effects of participating in the
workshop -

"it provided me tools.. .such as trust, accepfance, and passion"
9 was quite shy and awkward in front of groups, and 1fhink the Masfey changed that foreveP

"more willing to challenge myself"
"lt raised my self-esteem, got me in touch with more of who 1 really amn
"increase in my ability to express myself'
"massive leaming about communications techniques,
ownership of responsibility and ernotional statesn
"Just saying what 1want to Say rather than thinking about what 1 want to say"
"becarne aware of much suppressed anger
and started process of discovering how that affected my life"

" deal with confict in a much healthier way"

Significant correlations and relationships?
I was interested to see if there were any relationships betweei-i different sunrey

answers so I ran the survey result data through a statistical analysis program to
determine if there were any scientifically significant correlations between effects 1
impacts and other factors or variables (details in appendix F).
There was no significant CO-relationshipbetween rnood or gender and any other
resuIts, suggesting that neither a respondent's mood at the time they completed the
survey nor their gender, affected their responses in any significant way.
However, there were several statistically significant correlations in a few areas:
There was a highly significant correlation between the level of involvement in
observing, assisting, talking about the Mastery and experience, comrnunity
events and activities with the extent of positive life changing impact of the
Mastery. There was also either a significsnt or highly significant correlation

between overall involvement and 18 of the categories of effects.
This rnight be interpreted a couple of different ways; however, given the responses
in the focus group (see section below on sustainability) and given my own

experience and obsewations - this suggests that - firtding ways to continue to
reinforce and integrate Mastery learning can enhance the positive impact of
participating in the workshop. Opportunities afforded directly through the Mastery

(observing, assisting), and related to it (participating in community events and
activities, talking about the Mastery and experience) appear to produce positive
results.
I included a number of quotes relating to sustainability and the effects over time in

the last section about the focus group results. To support the statistical evidence,
anecdotal results also suggest that in order to sustain and to enhance positive

results from the workshop, it is necessary to practice, reinforce and integrate the
learningsRespondents in the 25 - 35 year-old age group had statistically significantly
higher positive impact in life changing significance of the Mastery and in nine
categories than respondents in the 46 - 55 yearold age group

This is open to more than one interpretation. Perhaps those respondents in the
older age category went into the workshop feeling more effective and happier with
their lives. Perhaps those in the younger age category were more open to change
and discovery.
There were also some statisticaily significant correlations between the date
respondents participated in their first Mastery and six categories of effects 1
impacts. For 5 out of these 6 categories, means were higher for respondents who

had participated at least 3 years ago than for either or both those who participated
less than a year ago or between 1 and 3 years ago.
Again this is open to more than one interpretation. Perhaps those who participated
in the Mastery longer ago have had longer to integrate learnings and changes into
their lives. And as rnentioned in my Research Methodology section my sample may
be slightly skewed for anyone participating in the Mastery more than 2 years ago.
Additional information obtained from the focus woup

The five questions posed in the focus group were:
1. What are some of the effects?

2. What is the impact of these effects on personal life?
3. What is the impact of these effects on professional life?
4. What are sorne of the factors that influence the sustainability of positive

effects?

5. What do other significant people notice about the effects of the workshop on
you?
Whife answers to the first three questions specifically were used to create the survey
and are addressed in the survey results, there was additional information obtained in

response to the fourth and fifth questions on sustainability and what others notice,
that was not reflected in the survey results. This information is sumrnarized below.
As well, the following summary highlights the most prevalent responses to the first

three questions:

O

Realizing 1 have choice - from there it is easier to take action...or not

O

See people differently - look past mechanisms and images

O

More aufhenfic relationships and life

O

Letting go - past history / sfory/ control / beliefs that don'f nurture

O

Enhanced creafiviiy

O

Having more fun

Sustainability of positive effects?
A number of factors were identified that had helped these individuals sustain positive

effects. Those factors that stood out rnost for the group, were:
involvement with like rninded people either in social or other settings and
being made to feel welcome at the workshop and cornrnunity events (21)
practicing and integrating the Iearning - including continuing to risk and
'expand the envelope' (12)
comrnitrnent and taking action

- not just intention and thinking about it (9)

feedback, encouragement and being held accountable (12)
support groups (6)
assisting Mastery workshops (6)

O

observing mastery workshops (5)
the Next Step workshop and its follow-ups and homework (15)
seeing results from the action etc and having those reinforce continuing the
work (6)
sharing the personal experience of the workshop with others (6)

The following selection of anecdotal responses from the surveys are consistent with
focus group results which suggests that to sustain positive effect it was important to
practice what they learned and use the tools from the weekmd.. .to keep on the path

in some way:
"How long (the effects) lasted and the degree to which 1 absorbed them into my attitudes,

beliefs and behaviours depended more on my desire, effort and perseverance than the impact
of the weekend experience itself."
"The more 1 participate, the more 1 get"
"1 strongly suspect that post participation
would have consolidated more of the lessons and experiencesn
"It is far too easy to do the weekend then forget the personal accomplishments / breakthroughs

I made. I found the support groups a veiy necessary part of the process.. .
it takes a strong persona1 cornmitment to stay on the pathn

7 keep reminding rnyself that 1have a choice about how my life is going to be
'To stay with the process of self-discovery helps me to keep this energy goingn

"1 get rerninded of the courses value every time l observe or assist"

"As 1 observe Masferies 1 get to see examples of who I was and the work if took fo make some

changes. Obsewing Masferies has been crucial for me in keeping it alive.

."

"There are important messages that sink in gradually as 1 continue through Iife and experiment
with the pnnciples.

"The weekend workshopjust opened the door.. ."
The effects of the Masfery on me were initially very subfle.. ...
1 have found wifh the passage of fime, 1 have been making more positive and effective changes

in my life that 1 would give the Masfery workshop credit foi'

"Since time has passed I can see the old me tiying to creep in - but I won't surrender"
What other significant people notice about the effects of the workshop?

Not everyone who attended the session had specifically asked for feedback from
significant others - however for those who had or who had heard some - comrnents
received rnost often from other significant people regarding the effects of the
workshop on the eleven participants in the focus group:
More open (8)
More positive (7)
More approachable (6)
More willing to take risks (6)
Better able to handle crises and adversity - respond rather than react (5)
Happier 1 srnile more (9)
More confident (6)
More wisdom and maturity (5)
More relaxed - less stressed (5)

The following is a selection of specific cornments the learning circle/focus group
participants shared about what others notice:

"you know what you wanf and you make it happenn
"-youare more confident regarding decision makingn

"More loose, relaxed"
'Something released you to allow you to be the person you aren

..

But this story is about much more than the data.,. .the Learning Circle.

"I found the Mastery to be very powerful and vey good for me. 1 had become quite rigid, fi was
very good for me to be around a workshop where people were so supportive and where the
whole workshop was su expehtial.....l was femfied for most of the timen
"the Mastery was kind of the cracking open and the beginning to actually look at who am

1.. ..the beginning of the process and having the courage to look"
The survey and focus group data is rich and paints a very clear picture about the
effectiveness of this workshop. But this is about much more than numbers in a
range, about responses to questions.. .sometimes it is about deep emotion, about
huge transformation, about celebration and discovery. ..always it is about individual
experiences and stories..

..

I've shared a number of anecdotal responses along with other results...but
somehow it feels important too, to share.. .to at least trying to convey some of what I
experienced by participating in the learning circle.. ..

It was incredibly inspiring to be part of. I was unbelievably moved by the stories and
experiences that each of the eleven participants shared. It was very hard not to
participate directly and share my own stones (one participant gave me feedback that
during the circle though not participating I was obviously engaged by the speakers
...so like it or not.. .along with helping create this space.. .l was involved!).

I had a real sense of synergy in the room. Each story sparked more emotion and
more stories. ... the rnood in the room shifted and flowed as each story
unfolded-..and each story seemed to take the next to a deeper level. There was so
rnuch emotion at times *..tears ...fear ...laughter...joy ...celebration and
acknowledgement .. and there seemed to be a permeable energy in the room..a
sense of connectedness.
The quotes I've included here don't begin to do justice to what 1 experienced so
profoundly on this morning. The courage and heart in the room was astounding ....to
listen to these stories.. .to be a part of this.. .intensity.. .was amazing.... ; I share
them with you anyway ....

"1 guess it really hit me that unless / tmly know who I am,
how can 1 even show that to my childrenn
"it opened my heart"

"one of the hardest things I had to deal with was the follow op with my family.. .and it really
taugM me io realize how rnuch i had lived my life for them...."

4 am far more open and more willing to be honesf and direct with ofhers about my boundafies.
More willing to express my needs. "

'this last year is one of expenencing who 1 am
and bringing more joy and fun in my life as a consequencen
'now the unknown is completely exciting..."
"1 notice that even if I'm having a bad day I'm still glad to be alive and

1 canY say that I've always said that or feit that"
The stories were rich narrative about the effects and impacts of the workshops.
Although 1 can't really explain it...l leamed a lot about myself during these three
hours.. .Much like self-awareness is transformational.. .so was this learning circle
about self-awareness. Though I don't understand it-..l was transfomed in sorne
way that morning; I believe the other participants were too. ..

parficipants - openina one word check- in:
Anficipating - fired -joyful - curious - unsure - overcaffeinated - don'f know - quiet snoozeful - expectant - uncertain

Closinq check-out:
complete - reawakening my humour - self respect - passion and dignify - on the way complete- emergence of the self - courage to welcome the unknown - multi-faceted - present

- alive, lunch
My closinq checkout

Gratitude, affirmation, a feeling of vastness and possibilities

"now l'm excited about what's out there and the possibiiiiiesn

"1 feel so much more aliven
Conclusions
My question was:

What effects can a persona1 growth workshop that focuses on self-awareness and

personal mastery have on the lives of its participants?
By researching my question using existing self-awareness and persona1 mastery

workshops called the 'Mastery of Self-Expression' (The Mastery) and 'the Next
Step'. this project will attempt to obtain summarized information on:
Effects of the workshop - themes / categories
Impact of these effects on the Iives of participants, personally and
professionally
What from the participants view, it takes to sustain any positive effects
derived from participating in the workshop(s)
Going into this project 1 'knew' that self-awareness and personal mastery were life
enhancing ...1 knew this on a personal level...l knew this from working with people in
my counseliing practice and in the Mastery and other workshops; 1 knew this

because of al1 the literature that supports it in different ways. 1 'knew' too, how
powerful and effective the Mastery is in helping people to discover and celebrate
themselves and to use that to get what they want in their Iives.
This project solidifies that 'knowing' and has resulted in some hard data as well as
some heartfelt stories that definitely support the value of, at least in the context of
the Mastery workshop, pursuing self-awareness and personal mastery. Conger
talks about the power of personal growth programs to enhance self-esteern,
confidence and well-being, to help participants challenge their worldviews, to find
passion and to realize their potential. He also suggests that these programs often

affect permanent behaviour changes. My data confims and is certainly consistent
with this and with the other Iiterature and research that I referred to in the first two
chapters of this work. Participating in the Mastery has rnany positive, sustainable
effects, not the least of which are increased self-esteem, passion and confidence;
and in so many ways, participation in the workshop helps individuals to see and
explore more choices, to "challenge ...woridviews.. . to look inward to realize (their)
potential" (Conger, 1992, p l 92 )

So what's the bottorn line?
Participation in this workshop positively impacts peoples ' lives. 93% of
respondents had a positive, life changing experience. 99% of respondents

..

experienced positive impact in at least one area of their lives. 84% in 15 or
more areas. These positive impacts can be felf both in persona1 and
professional life, and are sustained and even grow by conscious effort and
practice.
Six lines to summarize al1 my work.. .al1 the stories.. .hundreds of pages of data. It
seems so clinical in a way - summarizing transformation. ..about individuals
discovering and celebrating who they are...uncovering their magnificence.. .
becoming happier and more passionate.. xreating their lives.. .and there it is. ..the
results speak for themselves:

When people give themselves the opportunity for seIf-awareness and persona1

.

mastery.. they give themselves the opporfunity to gro w and to flourish

...

1 mentioned earlier that Secretan (1999, p l 3) suggests that we have perhaps
"becorne more committed to results than to people". This research suggests, on

many levels, that a commitment to people is both a commitment to humanity
and a commitment to results.

"You are searching for the magic key that will unlock the door to the source of

power; and yet you have the key in your own hands."
(Napoleon Hill, in Secretan, 1999, p95)

'7 feel much more confident with myself and the decisions l take. 1 know that 1 am truly

powerful beyond my wiidest imaginatjon and that, if 1 choose to, l can do anything in life
1 want There are no limitations but the limitations 1 put on myseif'
(research participant)

"To know what is happening, push less, open out and be aware. See without
staring. Listen quietly rather than listening hard. Use intuition and reflection rather
than trying to figure things out. The more you can let go of trying, and the more
open and receptive you become, the more easily you will know what is happening"
(John Heider, from The Tao of Leadership, 1997, p27)

CHAPTER V
Research Implications and Recomrnendations

SO WHAT?

"i re-introduced myseif to life's passions.. .Since the Mastery 1 changed my thought processes,
and started to live as though this was the last day of my life"
"More room for fun, love and creativify"
"I saw people's compassion, I felt their suppott and got out of my head that way.
Somefhing deep shifted.. ."
'I can be effective despite the fear and anything eise that is going on wifh me. It has enhanced
my abiIiîy to tell the tnrth, keep my word and be clear on what 1 am committed to. "

4 felt like I "grew opnthat weekend into myself. my mind and body. I opened doors info my
personality that had been lost for a while - fun, craziness, spontaneity"
(quotes from research participants)

What if 1 did this research project ...and 1 wrote this thesis.. .

and nobody read it and nobody cared.. .?? Whaf then??
(Trish Brydon - February 200 1)

This chapter looks at organizational irnplernentation, recommendations resulting
from the project, and suggestions for possible future research. First of al! I pose the
question So what?
What would happen if 1 hadn't completed this project; what are the research
implications? What would happen if nobody pursued self-awareness and persona1
Mastery? Begin by asking yourself the following questions; I think your answers, or
gut reactions will speak for themselves:
What if everyone conformed to parental and societal expectations and standards?
What if individuality and self-expression that contradicted the status quo or made
waves was completeiy outlawed? What if people were encouraged to always be
cautious and play safe?
What if businesses focused only on production and making money and forgot

about the needs of their employees?
What if what other people wanted and thought was always more important; and
nothing we did was ever good enough?
What if other people's wants and feelings controlled Our lives. and if our past
experience totally controlled Our present and Our future?

What if noahing ever changed and there was no such thing as a difference of
opinion? What if we woke up every single morning and we knew exactly how the
day would go, exactly what we should do and exactly how we should and would
be?
What if w e lived in a wcrld in which there was only black and white.. .no shades of
grey.. .no colour?
What if w e lived in a world in which there was no passion, no spontaneity, no
creativity, n o risk taking, no ecstasy, no wonder, no magnificence,. ...?
What if no one ever pursued self-awareness or personal mastesr? What if
workshops like the Mastery of Self-Expression or the Next Step didn't exist?

"If you learned you would die in a few days, what regrets would you have?

Were you given five extra years of life,
could you avoid those same regrets five years hence?"

(Stock, 1987, p130)

Organizatiomal lrnplementation

it's easy sometimes to become cornplacent.. .to take things for granted.. .to move
from one goal to the next without stopping to celebrate or acknowledge
accornplishment.. .to assume that because something has always worked up until
now, that it will continue to do so, exactly the way it always has.
This project was a wonderful opportunity to affirrn some of the things we knew
intuitively that worked about this workshop and to even surprise ourselves at the
extent of impact that participating in it, has on peoples' lives. It was also an

opportunity to see if there is anything that couid be changed to enhance it in order to
enhance peoples' experience.
It also helped us to compile some hard data that we can use to hopefdly encourage
more individuals and businesses to consider the value of self-awareness and
personal niastery.
Recommendations
The project plan was for data potentially to be used to:

Improve existing workshops if appropriate
Market existing workshops
Create and market a corporate workshop, which focuses on self-awareness
and persona1 mastery
lmprove existing workshops:
As there is a correlation between sustaining and growing positive effect and
practicing what is learned:
Explore the question of sustainability and the continuation of the workshop
after the weekend. At the very least, place further emphasis and stronger
messages about the importance of continued cornmitment to practice and

integrate tearning. Consider the areas of optional facilitated follow-ups,
follow-up workshops and persona1 coaching; might there be opportunities to
add forma1 learning / growth opportunities to the assisting process.
This piece is important not only for the benefits of individuals, but also for the

good of the program. Even though practice and continuation is the choice /
responsibility of the 'graduates', if the results fade, it can have a negative
impact on the prograrn. The stronger the results the more likely individuals

are to recomrnend the program; as well, significant others will notice the
resülts and potentially be drawn to investigating the program.
Market existing workshops:
Use data and quotes from the research to update promotional materials (web
site, brochures, posters)
Include some of the results in information sessions
Use some of the hard data to talk to organizations in support of thern
sponsoring their employees to take the program
Make results available to 'graduates' in summary form to get thern re-ignited
about the workshop and back in touch with the effectiveness of it

Create and market a corporate workshop, which focuses on self-awareness and
personal rnastery:
Larry and I have already briefly touched on the idea of creating a new
workshop drawing on the Mastery and the Next Step.. .but customized for a
corporate setting. We can use the data frorn this project to assist in this
venture and certainly to help to make a case for the usefulness lpotential
effectiveness of such a workshop. This may include creating promotional
materials that include some of the effects / impacts that could impact
corporate 1employee effectiveness.
This project also helps to make a case for coaching in these two areas another opportunity to explore.
Future Researêh

The area of self-awareness and personal mastery is one that certainly bears more
research.. .and ongoing research. The studies that have been done and literature in

these areas is compeIling. This piece of work just provides one more piece to the
puzzle. ..and of course onty looked at effects in the context of a specific workshop.
Different workshops, and different ways of approaching self-awareness could have
different impacts. lndeed a couple of research participants pointed out that different
workshop leaders might also have an impact on individuai experiences.
In the context of the Mastery - had I had more time - I would have liked to do before
and after surveys with participants.. .plus follow-up surveys. Doing so over quite a
nurnber of scheduled workshops - would 1 think provide rich information relating to
immediate perceived impact and also to sustainability. Formally including
observations in work and personal settings from significant others.. .would also be
useful in terrns of added objectivity.
Another interesting possibility for research is around major life changes. One
participantlgraduate raised a question around transition. He noted that there
seemed to be a lot of changes taking place in the lives of many 'graduates'. He
wondered if 1. these changes were precipitated by the workshops.. .or if 2. people
who gravitate towards this kind of workshop are more likely already in transition and
ready for more... or if 3. this arnount of transition/changes is just average for the
entire population. I have some hunches of course... particularly given the results of
this research study. but it would be fascinaüng to formally research this area.

"Life is either a daring adventure or nothing at all."
Security is mostly a superstition.
It does not exist in nature."
(Helen Keller, in Urs Bender, 1997, p145)

Things don't change. You change your way of looking, that's ail.
(Carlos Castaneda in Secretan, 1999 p 141)
''The intelligent man is always open to new ideas. In fact, he looks for them"
(Proverbs 18:l5, in Amen, 1993, p l 17)

CHAPTER VI
Lessons Learned
DID I LEARN ANYTHING?
About the process? About rnyself?

Sitting here.. .exhausted.. spent.. .thinking back over tirne.. wonder..amazing
accomplishment to have done this.. Xnishing fo thr's point.. .not quite there yef.. .wMe
living life.. Josf a sister.. .lest a friend.. .ended a relationship.. .a Iifetime ...-Anofher
begun ..perhaps ...for a while ...disappoinfment- .Jeaming there.. .unfolding stiil.. .out
of my control...challenging to let go and discover.. .so much and yet 1 am still in this
game of life.. .an active player. Aook risks in work. ..in play.. .in life. ..al1 of it a joumey
of self-awareness and of learning. Moumed and mourning the losses.. .celebrated
ne w beginnings, human courage and resilience ...my courage and
resilience ...inspiring actually.. daring to 10ve, to express, to be, to be passionate, to
dare ...wondering.. .a well of emotjons.. .what an adventure.. .a roller
coasfer.. .satisfied.. .proud.. ..strangely calm.. .yet unseitled.. .what's next when fhis is
over,. .a vision.. .of creating.. .of risking and of explonng and of being. ..me. ..what
else is there...?
(stream of consciousness, X s h Btydon, February 79, 200 1)

"1 appreciate that fhis awareness came through experience - in my body, heart and sou1 - not
conceptual, theorefical. I can still "feel" the discovery of that freedom and energy in my body
and 1 can draw on if when 1 choose. "
'/ carry many giffs.. .fhat will be mine forevef

"a disorienting / energefic / fun / scary / heartfol/ catharfic swirl"
(quofes from research participants)

At various steps along the way, 1 wondered if 1 could really do this; was 1 able; was I

compefent; how would if ail fum out? Definitely a mefaphorfor life.
(Tn'sh Btydon.. February, 200 1)

About the Process.. .
Would 1 do anything differently if I were to do this again?
The simple answer is 'no'. I am satisfied with what 1 accomplished. The results of
the project were affirming and provided some rich information for me and for my
sponsor.
Given more time 1 would have done more and certainly there were some limitations
to rny research - but 1 can't honestly think of anything, with the given parameters,

that 1 would have substantively changed.
1 learned a great deal about research...about how tricky it is to ask the 'n'ght'

questions and then to interpret the answers. ..and how sometimes there's nothing to
interpret.. .thereYsjust words or a story to share.. .so that others have their own
experience and make their own meaning, just as I did.

About Myself.. ..

This journey of self-awareness and persona1 mastery is definitely not always an easy
one! Once begun however, in my experience, there is no turning back! I am happier
and more passionate about life ...and most of the time I feel really confident that I
know who 1 am and know what I want. And ...sometimes I feel scared and uncertain,
and occasionally totally incornpetent! Then I remind myself that's part of the human

experience and i think about tirnes when Iyvefelt that before and how well things
have tumed out. The more 1 can do that.. ,the more I work towards that illusive
persona1 mastery thing.. ..
This process was no different. Trying to keep rny life in balance was a real
challenge at tirnes. During the time 1 was working on this degree and ultimately
completing this thesis, over and above dealing with day to day life challenges. rny
sister died after living with cancer for five years, my 23 year relationship with my
husband ended and I was single for the first tirne since I was 17, 1 started my own
business, a friend died, I had to spend a considerable amount of money to have my
'Leaky Condo' problems taken care of...Al1 the while I was completing this

degree...al1 about leadership.. .al1 about learning. ..and definitely al1 about selfawareness.
I felt unbelievable sadness and loss at times.. .fear and uncertainty at others...then

there was overwhelm and exhaustion.. .sometimes frustration and anger.. .and
definitely, I felt joy and exciternent and passion.... Many of the feelings, l
experienced concurrently! Whew! 1 never lost rny sense of humour (for more than a

few hours at a time at any rate!). 1 learned so much about myself through this
process...about my ability not only to survive ...but to thrive; about my courage and
willingness to risk and to put everything on the line for what I believe.. .for what 1
feel.. . about my ability to rnuck up royally, to dust myself off and standing proudly, to
keep going. l learned about admitting when I'm wrong and about asking for and

accepting support (a very hard one for me). I learned (I had no choice) about
sometimes letting go of outcome and having things unfold how they will. I learned
that 1 can love someone and they rnay not necessarily love me back. ..but it's still
great to love!
Those who helped me and supported me by participating in my research or
otheiwise, tnily, truly inspired me in so many ways. I leamed from each. about the
dignity of the human spirit...and about how courageous and amazing people

are.. .how compassionate. Words can't express how moved I've been by each
individual who has chosen to b e part of this joumey with me.

More on leadership, and whaf about competency.. ..
Through this process I had an academic requirement to demonstrate a number of
cornpetencies:
1c - Provide leadership
1b - Demonstrate leadership characteristics

1e - Recognize ethical considerations
2b - Apply systems thinking to the solution of leadership and learning
problems
5a - Identify, locate and evaiuate research findings
5b - Use research methods to solve probiems
7a - lnterpret oral communication (focus groupllearning circle)

7b - Communicate with others through writing

- Manage own learning to achieve maximum added value
3c - Create and lead tea rns (focus groupllearning circle)

4f

How did 1 do?

Through this process l experien ced and demonstrated several things 1 believe are
essential to personal leadership effecfiveness -

Self-awareness !!!!! 1 won't Say a n y more about this one!

Strategic planning, clear vision and cornmitment to the vision - as long as I kept in
rnind why I was doing this - the big picture - and committed to following through on
my vision, things flowed and I could fit everything in line with my vision. When I

ternporarily forgot and became too bogged down in the detail and format. and
worried about the workload and meeting deadlines.. -1 became less effective,
focused and inspired. When I focused on the big picture and how the pieces related
and interrelated.. .and on my milestones - what I was trying to accomplish.. .. then I
was excited. things made sense and things flowed.. .and in that.. .l noticed I also
inspired others.. ..

Passion - I picked something that I am so passionate about and this motivated and
inspired me, even when I sometimes felt overwhelrned.

Risk taking - It might have been easier to choose to do this in a traditionaI acadernic
style - I'm certainly more practiced at it. But the process wouldn't have been nearly
as creative or rewarding. 1 felt scared and vulnerable at times to include rnyself so
rnuch in my work.. .but 1 have to Say, it was exciting.. .it is exciting.. . I learned a lot

about myseif by stepping out of my comfort zone and I feel very proud of what I've
accomplished.
Feedback and leaming - I talked to people about what I was doing. I also shared
some of my experiences as l was going through this process (personal and
professional!). I asked for and listened to feedback.

What else did 1 learn?

I learned about communication..-about listening and being present with people.
About Iistening to what was being said and what wasn't. I learned to interpret and
synthesize my research of the Merature.. .of my results.. .then to make meaning of it
al1 for rnyself.. .and for others. I learned about getting my messages across ...little by
little becoming clearer and communicating the essence in different ways for different
audiences. In my writing ...l learned, at least a Me.. .to let go of tradition.. .to explore

my creativity .- Ao inspire rnyself, and hopefully others.. .while still getting the job

done,
I learned a lot about research and how valuabte it is, when conducted ethically, and

thoroughly and with an openness to leam.. .another great opportunity for feedback
and learning...and in this case self-awareness too. I had pre-conceived notions of
my subject area.. .by leaming how to research and then conducting my research I

obtained rich information. I also had pre-conceived notions about research and its
more clinical scientific aspects. 1 leamed about qualitative research and about
including stories and feelings in the data ...about how to pick the right kind of
research for the 'job'. 1 learned about interpretation of both quantitative and
qualitative data.. .about facts and communication...about analysis and intuition.
Research isn't just about data; it's about real life, about people, and ifs about
rnaking a difference.
1 learned that ethical considerations are essentially about respecting people and

being open and honest.
I learned the value of a group of individuals working together to share stories. I
learned how to creafe and lead such a group. ..to bring individuals together and to
create a space for rnagic to happen.
I learned that the learning never stops.. .

"The beauty or happiness of life lies in the journey,
not just in reaching Our destinationn
(Urs Bender, 1997, p56)

"Finally complete... and yet not.. . aiways there's more ... but first. ..take a breath ...
feel the accornplishrnent... celebrate.. .acknowledge - the work.. .me. .. then a well
deserved break.. . then., .whaf's next?"
(Tnsh Brydon, March, 2007)

"1...just layed my heart out for al/
and in the process had the experience of seeing everyone in the audience sparkle
like diamonds and rubies and erneralds...

A wesome experience."
(quote from research participant)

To each of you.. . as you continue to discover facefs of yourselves.. .and in the
process, inspire me to leam and uncover my own.. ..
T ' ANK YOU!
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Appendix A
Invitation and agreement to participate in my research proiect
Principle Investigator:
Trish Brydon, Graduate Learner, Royal Roads University
(604) 980-0940, brydon0940@~home.com
Faculty Supervisor:
Tammy Dewar, Ph.D
(403) 560-6336, tddewaro-teluspIanet.net
Research question and purpose:

What effects can a personal growth workshop that focuses on self-awareness and
personal rnastery have on the lives of its participants?
By researching my question using existing self-awareness and personal rnastery
workshops cailed the 'Mastery of Self-Expression' (The Mastery) and 'the Next
Step', this project will attempt to obtain summarized information on:
Effects of the workshop - thernes / categories
Impact of these effects on the lives of participants, personally and
professionally
What from the participants view, it takes to sustain any positive effects
derived from participating in the workshop(s)
Information will potentially be used to:
lmprove existing workshops if appropriate
Market existing workshops
Create and market a corporate workshop which focuses on self-awareness
and persona1 mastery
Potential Benefits:

Personally this is an opportunity for me to see if 1 can rnake rny vision in this
area a reality. I feel professionally and personally committed to my own selfmastery and ongoing learning process. 1 also want, as a professional and as
a human being to contribute towards what I believe is a better world.
Certainly I have seen how the Mastery of Self-Expression and the Next Step
empower people to discover and celebrate who they are and what they want.
I think this project can help to take my work to the next level - and can
potentialty help both individuals and organizations, one ernployee at a time to find out who they are and to rediscover their sou1 and heart.

By answering this question, I think it will be an opportunity to encourage
businesses to sponsor their employees to take self-awarenesslrnastery
training/workshops. and in so doing reap the benefits of their employees
feeling more responsible, ernpowered, and creative. Answering this question
may also encourage more individuals to pursue their own self-mastery and to
create positive changes in their Iives.
1 believe that your participation in this project rnay benefit you directly in terrns
of opportunity for self-reflection and dialogue. I believe the same of my
involvement.

You are being invited to participate in the first phase of this project:
On Sunday October lst 1 will be conducting a one-day session, which I am inviting
you and al1 the other participants from the May Next Step to take part in.
I anticipate this will be a full day event beginning at 1Oa.m. We will devote the
morning to sharing stories and dialogue about those stories. I will begin the session
with a short visualization exercise then identify some themes (such as effects,
impact on personal life, impact on professional life, sustainability, what other
significant people notice about the effects of the workshop) that you may choose to
use loosely to guide you in sharing your experiences. The morning session will be
an opportunity to share attitudes, perspectives and viewpoints around the therne of
self-awareness and persona1 mastery.

Additionally, 1 want to include the perspective of significant people ( e - g . colleagues,
friends, relatives) in the lives of workshop graduates to get their sense of the impact.
Please take the opportunity to talk to such people before you corne to the October
1 session, and bring what they've said with you.

''

The afternoon will be an opportunity to use the morning's experience to brainstorm
and summarize effects. impacts in personal and professional areas and factors that
influence sustainability. The group will in effect be involved in identiwing themes
and summarizing information.
This first phase will be used to obtain depth in terms of expenence and exploration.
1 anticipate 1 will get some rich information from people's stories and the essence of
their experience. I will use the themes and summarized information in the second
phase of my project to create a survey to send out to a larger group.
1 will provide lunch and refreshrnents at the completion of the session.

Once 1 have created a draft survey, I would appreciate your willingness to participate
in a pilot of the survey questions.

Logistics and information about confidentiality and anonymity
1 will be taping and later transcribing the sessions. Only 1 and Larry, and possibly a
transcnptionist will hear the tapes. If 1 use a transcriptionist 1 will ask hidher to sign
a confidentiality agreement I will destroy the tapes within the two months after final
approval of my major project.
As this is a group session, total anonymity is not possible. As well, the proposai and
project indicate that the May Next Step participants are being asked to participate,
so anyone reading my proposai or paper could potentially identify who might be part
of this session. However, I will not specifically identify any of you by name and will
not directly attribute comments that I use in my paper to anyone in particular. As
well, 1 will ask each of you to sign an agreement to keep identifying information
confidential,

When the tapes are transcribed I will use a coding system so your names do not
appear directly on the transcribed data.
With the exception of signed consent forms, al1 documentation and data will be
destroyed two rnonths after the final project approval, and/or within five years of that
approval. Tapes will be destroyed about two months after the final project approval.

Your participation in this research project is strictfy voluntary. You have the right to
withdraw at any t h e ; if you do so, 1 will not use data that I can directly attribute to
you in my findings.
Please feel free to cal1 or e-mail me if you have any questions - either before you
açree to participate or following your decision. If you would like it, 1 am also happy
to provide the narne and number of a University official who can ver@ the
authenticity of this research project.
How will this information be used?
The data will be used for rny major project paper and will be publicly available. Royal
Roads University will house a copy of the final report- It is possible that some of the
data will be used as well, through various media to market existing and future
workshops that Larry and or 1 are involved in- Data may also be used in future
publications following the completion and approval of my major project.
I will make my final draft available to each of you to read. If there is interest, I would
love to invite you to a group debrief session.

I have read and fully understand the conditions of this agreement to
participate in this research project. I agree to participate in this research
project and give informed consent to have my datalinformation used in the

manner described above. I also agree to keep any identifying personal
information that is disclosed dun'ng the October 1" session confidential.

Name (Please print)

Signature

Date:
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Talking Notes Setting the Scene - Learning Circle and Focus Group
This morning will be a learning circle - a chance to share stories - this aftemoon we'll use this momings experience in a focus group format to help identify thernes
which l'II be using as a starting point to create my survey.
FOCUS GROUP:
What effects can a persona1 growth workshop that focuses on self-awareness and
personal rnastery have on the lives of its participants?
What are some of the effects? thernes / categories
What is the impact o f these effects on persona1 life?
What is the impact of these effects on professional life?
What are some of the factors that influence sustainability of positive effects?
What do other significant people notice about the effects of the workshop?
RITUAL TO GET HERE - - focus on the center - the group is a metaphor for Our
group . Read quotes from 'Calling the Circle' by Paula Underwood (p206) and
George Leonard and Michael Murphy (pl 02)
INTRODUCTION OF LEARNING CIRCLE:
Circles have been around for a long tirne and have been used in many powerful
ways - healing circles. talking circles. tribal circles, drumming circles and quality
circles.. . Learning circles are a fairly recent addition to research methodoIogies"Learning circles involve telling our "stories" ourselves and are a method to reveal,
share and express knowledge". The learning circle is a heart-held space.
"When we use learning circles as interpretative research, we recognize that meaning
making is rooted in experience and that Our stories are the context for expression
and for making meaning of Iifelong Iearning" (B. J. Roddick, 1993)
The true power of circles is not just the collective insight of the group - but the
bonds that forrn among the people who are given the space and time and invited to
tell their stories (T. Dewar, 1994)
"

1 was drawn to using a learning circle in my project - to really honour the experience
of Mastery/Next Step participants, of you.. . and to capture the depth of people's felt
experiences - the essence of that experience at a deep heart level. i was also
drawn to using a circle - as I believe that participation in the circle creates bonds
and transforms in some way anyone who participates.
What effects have the Mastery and the Next Step had on your life?

This morning's circle will be about shanng stories, experiences, perspectives as they
relate to your own life.. .you may choose to use the following thernes to Ioosely guide
you as you share and explore Effects
Impact on personal Iife
Impact o n professional Iife
Sustainability
What other significant people notice about the effect of the workshop
PROCESS - The circle may have a natural ending - however I will watch the tirne
and if there isn't another natural ending - i will make sure there is time
far a completion.
- One person speaks at a time - must have the rock to speak - it will be
passed around the circle. Feel free to pass if you so choose.
- I have post it notedpens if you feel the need to jot a word down that
you don't want to forget so you can be present with whoever is
speaking
CIRCLE COVENANTS (derived from Wisdom circle constants
www.wisdorncircle.orq and from Calling the Circle, C. Baldwin):
- h m o r the circle as sacred time and space
w e are al1 responsible for the circle
respect and honour each member of the circle and each person's
experience
corne to the circle with an open heart and rnind
speak to your own experience and speak from your heart
Listen from your heart
The rock will be passed around the circle and will determine the
speaker
S peakers may choose to 'pass' at any time
make room for silence in the circle - anyone may cal1 for silence, timeout or ritual to reestabtish focus or to recenter
Is everyone clear?? Questions?? Comments??? Need for other covenants??
My role this morning - 1 will set the stage for the circle - I will take care of technology
- may from time to time interject and if necessary remind everyone of the covenants
- though rarely- I will keep my eye on time if there is no natural ending - I will end
and allow closure.
We'll begin by going around once - and each person share one word to share the
essence of where they are right now.
Take a few moments of silence in which I ask you to connect with your journey- from
before the Mastery - your path of self-awareness - Ieading to here.. .. Etc.. ..

How h a s your participation in the Mastery and the Next Step effected you?
let
you know when three minutes has passed Whoever wishes to take the rock first
and begin may do so.

-

IlII

At the end.. .close, share another quote (by Helen Douglas in Calling the Circle - p
142) and have people again share a word about the essence of where they are.

Appendix C
A personai request for assistance from mas ter^ graduates!
Invitation to complete a suwey for rny research project

To: former Mastery participants on my e-mail distribution list

From: Trish Brydon
As many of you know, I am completing a Master's degree in Leadership and
Training through Royal Roads University. I am currently completing research for my
major projecVthesis. I am requesting that you complete my on-fine suwey in
support of my research by January 5? Note: the survey will not be available onIine between Dec 17 and 21.
The survey is completely anonymous. Please read the following, which outlines the
research that 1 am doing. Your completion of my survey at:

will be taken as your agreement to participate in the project and will also serve as an
indication that
you have read and fully understand the conditions of this agreement to
participate in this research project.
You agree to participate in this research project and give informed consent to
have your data/information used in the manner described below.
Thanks in advance for your assistance in gathering data for my research! The more
people who respond, the richer the data will be!
Principle Investigator:
Trish Brydon, Graduate Learner, Royal Roads University
(604) 980-0940, brvdon0940@home.com

Faculty Supervisor:
Tammy Dewar, Ph.D
(403) 560-6336, tddewar@telusplanet.net

Research question and purpose:
What effects can a personal growth workshop that focuses on seif-awareness and
persona1 mastery have on the lives of its participants?

By researching my question using existing self-awareness and personal rnastery
workshops called the 'Mastery of Self-Expression' (The Mastery) and 'the Next
Step', this project wili attempt to obtain sumrnarized information on:
Effects of the workshop - thernes / categories
Impact of these effects on the Iives of participants, personally and
professionally
What from the participants view, it takes to sustain any positive effects
derived from participating in the worksnop(s)
Information will potentially be used to:
Improve existing workshops if appropriate
Market existing workshops
Create and market a corporate workshop which focuses on self-awareness
and personal mastery
Potential Benefits:

Personally this is an opportunity for me to see if I can make my vision in this
area a reality. 1 feel professionally and personally comrnitted to rny own selfrnastery and ongoing learning process. I also want, as a professional and as
a human being to contribute towards what I believe is a better world.
Certainly I have seen how the Mastery of Self-Expression and the Next Step
empower peopIe to discover and celebrate who they are and what they want.
I think this project can help to take my work to the next levei - and can
potentially help both individuals and organizations, one employee at a time to find out who they are and to rediscover their sou1 and heart.
By answering this question, I think it will be an opportunity to encourage
businesses to sponsor their employees to take self-awareness/mastery
training/workshops, and in so doing reap the benefits of their employees
feeling more responsible, empowered, and creative. Answering this question
may also encourage more individuals to pursue their own self-rnastery and to
create positive changes in their lives.

You are being invited to participate in the second phase of this project:
Completion of an on-line survey which al1 Mastery graduates who 1 have e-mail
addresses for are being asked to complete.
Chapter 2 Logistics and information about confidentiality and anonymity

This survey is completely anonymous.
All data will be destroyed two rnonths after the final project approval, and/or within
five years of that approval.

Your participation in this research project is strictly voluntary. Your completion of the
survey will serve as an indication that you are willing to participate.
Please feel free to cal1 or e-mail me if you have any questions - either before you
agree to participate or following your decision. If you would Iike it, I am also happy
to provide the narne and number of a University official who can verify the
authenticity of this research project.
Chapter 3 How will this information be used?

The data will be used for rny major project paper and wili be publicly available- Royal
Roads University will house a copy of the final report. It is possible that sorne of the
data will be used as well, through various media to market existing and future
workshops that Larry and or I are involved in. Data may also be used in future
publications following the completion and approval of my major project.

Appendix D
Questionnaire/ survey
Requesting assistance from Mastery grads!!!
1 am currently cornpleting an MA degree through Royal Roads University. 1 am
asking your assistance by completing this anonymous survey in support of rny
research of the question:
What effects can a personal growth workshop that focuses on self-awareness and
persona1 mastery have on the Iives of its participants?
Thanks for your assistance and participation in taking the time to complete this
suwey! There are 50 questions in all. PLEASE ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS.
The more people who respond, the richer the data will be? 1 will be including al1
survey results completed BY JANUARY 5 in my research. NOTE: SURVEY WlLL
NOT BE AVAllABLE ON-LINE BETWEEN DEC 17 AND 21 ...
Question #l
- Please rate your mood now as you complete this survey
1 - very negative
2 - somewhat negative
3 - neutral
4 - sornewhat positive
5 - very positive
WHAT IMPACTS?
In order to help me obtain some forma1 data about the impact of the Mastery of SelfExpression Workshop on the Iives of its participants, please consider yourseif
'before and after' your Mastery experience(s). Answer the following about yourself
after the Mastery compared to yourself before the workshop. Using the following 1 5 scale where
1 - much less after the workshop
2 - sornewhat less after the workshop
3 -the same, or no noticeable difference before and after
4 - somewhat greater after the workshop
5 - rnuch greater after the workshop

Questions 2 - 35
Enthusiasrn for Iife, passion, or aliveness
Confidence

Awareness
Hope and sense of possibilities
Cornmitment and motivation to pursue what is important to you
CIear sense of direction in Iife
Open to self-discovery
Decisiveness
Cornpetence
Creativity
Spontaneity
Playfulness / fun
Willingness to take risks
Willingness to accept new challenges
Belief that you have the power to create what you want in your Iife through
conscious choices and action
Perceived range of choices available to you
Communicate effectively / self-express

Expression of ernotions
Value diversity
Self-esteem and self-acceptance
Ability to handle conflict and adversity effectively
Willingness to be yourself
Willingness to tell the truth
Trust in others
Trust in Self

Willingness to ask for support - emotional 1 workload 1 persona1
Willingness to 'be in senrice' and support others
Felt connection with others
Acknowledging of self
Acknowledging of others
Awareness of boundaries
Assertion of boundaries
Overall effectiveness
Productivity
Question # 36 What would you Say (in your own words) were/are the greatest
impacts from the Mastery on your Iife (positive or negative)? (Response optionai)
Question #37 How significantly did the Mastes. change your life?
1 - significantly - negatively
2 - somewhat - negatively
3 - a little - negatively
4 - not noticeably
5 - a little positively
6 - somewhat positively
7 - significantly - positively
Question #38 Has the passage of time altered the perception of the Mastery's
effects or the effects themselves? PIease explain. (optional)
Question #39 - Other comments or thoughts? (optional)
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOU
Question #40 Are you Male or Female?
Question #41 - Age range:
Under25
25-35
36 -45
46 -55

over 55
Question #42 Your first Mastery was:
less than or equal to 6 rnonths ago
over 6 rnonths and less than or equal to 1 yr ago
over 1 yr ago and less than or equal to 3 yrs ago
over 3 yrs ago
Question #43 You have reviewed the Mastery as a participant:
Never
1 time
more thanl time
Question #44 Total tirne in one or more Mastery support groups:
None
Up to 3 months
over3 monthsup toayear
more than a year
Question #45 Have observed a Mastery
Never
Up to 5 hours total
More than 5 hours up to 30 hours total
More than 30 hours up to 100 hours total
More than 100 hours total
Question #46 Have assisted a Mastery
Never
One or two times
Three or four tirnes
Five or times
Question #47 lnvolved in community events / activities and/ or socialize with Mastery
grads
No
A Iittle
Sornewhat
A lot
Question #48 Do you talk or have you talked to people about the Mastery and your
experience?
O No
O A little
O Somewhat
O A lot

Question #49 Have you taken other personal developrnent courses or done other
persona1 development work? Y/n
Question #50 Please elaborate on your answer to the last question.
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Appendix F
Statistical correlations - survey results

0.004 highfy siynrficant

0.002 hig hly significant
0-033 htg hly signhcsnc
O.COI highfy significanr
0.995 hi0hly sig nifica n t
0-005h g hiv signrbcant
0.029 significant
0.004 highiy sis ntficant
0.032 highly signihcont
0-020 significant
0.033 s ig nhca nt
0.020 signrficanr
0.001 hiy hly signtficant

